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ABSTRACT

It is desirable to modify the spectral signature of a surface, particularly in the infrared (IR)
region of the electromagnetic spectrum. To alter the surface signature in the IR, two
methods are investigated: thin film application and antenna array application. The former
approach is a common and straightforward incorporation of optically-thin film coatings on
the surface designated for signature modification. The latter technique requires the complex
design of a periodic array of passive microantenna elements to cover the surface in order to
modify its signature.

This technology is known as frequency selective surface (FSS)

technology and is established in the millimeter-wave spectral regime, but is a challenging
technology to scale for IR application.

Incorporation of thin films and FSS antenna elements on a surface permits the signature of a
surface to be changed in a deterministic manner. In the seminal application of this work,
both technologies are integrated to comprise a circuit-analog absorbing IR FSS. The design
and modeling of surface treatments are accomplished using commercially-available
electromagnetic simulation software.

Fabrication of microstructured antenna arrays is

accomplished via microlithographic technology, particularly using an industrial direct-write
electron-beam lithography system. Comprehensive measurement methods are utilized to
study the patterned surfaces, including infrared spectral radiometry and Fourier-transform
infrared spectrometry. These systems allow for direct and complementary spectral signature
measurements—the radiometer measures the absorption or emission of the surface, and the
spectrometer measures its transmission and reflection. For the circuit-analog absorbing
iii

square-loop IR FSS, the spectral modulation in emission is measured to be greater than 85%
at resonance.

Other desirable modifications of surface signature are also explored; these include the ability
to filter radiation based on its polarization orientation and the ability to dynamically tune the
surface signature.

An array of spiral FSS elements allows for circular polarization

conditioning. Three techniques for tuning the IR FSS signature via voltage application are
explored, including the incorporation of a pn junction substrate, a piezoelectric substrate and
a liquid crystal superstrate.

These studies will ignite future explorations of IR FSS

technology, enabling various unique applications.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Spectral Signature of a Surface

The spectral signature of a surface is defined by its radiometric properties. A signature is
characterized by the way it reflects, transmits, absorbs or emits radiation over a wavelength
region of interest. These four processes are related by the conservation of energy and by
Kirchhoff’s Law for a system in thermal equilibrium with the ambient environment. Energy
conservation dictates that all energy that is incident on a surface must be reflected from the
surface, transmitted through the surface, or absorbed by the surface. Thus, the following
equation represents this fundamental law of physics for a system in equilibrium,

ρ( λ ) + τ ( λ ) + α ( λ ) = 1

(1.1).

In this equation, ρ(λ) is the portion of incident energy that is reflected from a surface as a
function of wavelength. This quantity is known as the surface’s reflectance. In this same
manner, τ(λ) represents the surface transmittance, and α(λ) is its absorptance [1] - [2].

All objects emit electromagnetic (EM) radiation that depends on their finite temperature.
Two quantities are particularly important when considering the emission of flux from an
object, the spectral radiance, L(λ, T), and the spectral radiant exitance, M(λ, T). Spectral
radiance quantifies the flux per unit projected area per unit solid angle (Ω) per unit
wavelength that is emitted by an object at a particular temperature. The spectral radiant
1

exitance of an object quantifies the flux per unit area per wavelength radiated from its
surface. These quantities are related by [3]:

∫

M (λ, T) = L(λ, T) ⋅ cos θ ⋅ dΩ

(1.2).

The relation between these quantities is a function of the angular geometry into which the
source radiates. For instance, this equation reduces to M = π·L for Lambertian sources.
For a general graybody source, spectral radiant exitance, M (λ, T) is given, in units of Watts
per square centimeter per micrometer, by:

M (λ, T ) = ε ⋅

2π ⋅ h ⋅ c 2

(1.3).

⎛ h⋅c
⎞
λ ⎜ e λ⋅k B ⋅T − 1⎟
⎝
⎠
5

This quantity can be integrated over the spectral region of interest to learn the total exitance
in that particular band. In the equation, ε is the object’s emissivity, λ is wavelength, T is the
object’s temperature, c is the speed of light in vacuum, h is Planck’s constant, and kB is
Boltzmann’s constant. A blackbody is an ideal radiator that emits the maximum amount of
energy that any object can radiate from its surface at a given temperature [1]-[3]. Emissivity,
ε, is a quantity that is used as a scaling factor to compare the radiation properties of common
materials to the perfect blackbody. Therefore, the emissivity of a blackbody is unity, ε = 1.
The emissivity of a graybody is a spectral constant with a magnitude less than one, and other
objects have a characteristic spectral emissivity function, ε = ε(λ). Emissivity is defined as a
2

spectral function by taking the ratio of the spectral radiance of the surface to the spectral
radiance of a blackbody at the same temperature [3],

ε ( λ , φ, θ, T ) ≡

Lsurface ( λ , φ, θ, T )

(1.4).

Lblackbody( λ, φ, θ, T )

This is the relation that will be most often used in association with the measured data of this
research. If the hemispherical emissivity is desired, that is, the flux radiated by the surface
into a hemisphere without consideration of the direction of the radiation, the ratio of surface
to blackbody radiant exitance may be used:

ε( λ,T ) ≡

M surface ( λ, T )

(1.5).

M blackbody( λ , T )

Considering the self-emission of radiation surface in thermal equilibrium (i.e., any surface at
a constant finite temperature), a straightforward relation to the absorbed radiation can be
made. The power absorbed by the surface must equal the power emitted by the surface, if
the surface is to remain in thermal equilibrium. Hereby, Kirchhoff’s Law states that the

3

surface absorptance, α(λ), or in this case, the absorptivity1 must equal its emissivity over the
same spectral band [1], or:

α( λ ) = ε ( λ )

(1.6).

The emission of a surface is relatively high in the infrared (IR) region of the EM spectrum.
For illustration, consider a blackbody at 1000 K; its exitance spectrum is plotted in Figure
1.1.

The emission of this blackbody surface in the IR is more than eight orders of

magnitude higher than millimeter-wave (MMW) radiation at 3.2 mm (f = 94 GHz), and over
thirty-three orders of magnitude higher than visible blackbody emission at 500 nm.

1

It seems semantically incorrect to compare the absorptance to the emissivity, so the radiometric properties are

renamed from reflectance, transmittance and absorptance to reflectivity, transmissivity and absorptivity,
respectively, in special cases. Then, Kirchhoff’s law correctly (in a grammatical and a physical sense) states that
such a surface in thermal equilibrium has absorptivity equal to its emissivity, for the case of zero transmissivity
[3]. For this case, an object or surface’s reflectivity equals unity minus its emissivity or absorptivity, as given by
the conservation of energy.

4

Figure 1.1 – Spectral radiant exitance of a blackbody at 1000 K.
In fact, thermal self-emission dominates the IR spectral signature, which conventionally
extends from 1 to 50 µm, for objects at any temperature. That is, the radiant exitance and
radiance of an object in this spectral band is many orders of magnitude higher than in
peripheral spectral regions. Even a graybody has a spectral signature that is dominated by IR
radiation. This is shown in Figure 1.2 for a 50% graybody, which is the average emissivity of
an oxidized metal [1].

5

Figure 1.2 – Spectral radiant exitance of a blackbody compared to that of a 50% graybody at
1000 K.
Therefore, the spectral emissivity of a surface is considered to define the infrared signature
of a surface if the surface is opaque (i.e., transmissivity equals zero or τ(λ) = 0) over the
spectral region of interest. The radiometric properties of objects at elevated temperatures
make modifications of infrared surface signatures particularly appealing.

6

1.2

Methods for Alteration of the Spectral Signature of a Surface

To shape the signature of a surface in the infrared, the surface or the media immediately
surrounding the surface has to be physically altered.

In this work, two methods are

investigated: thin film application and antenna array application. The former approach is a
straightforward and well-known technique that incorporates optically-thin film coatings onto
a surface. The latter technique requires complex design of a planar, periodic array of passive
microantenna elements to cover the surface. Such arrays can function whether the antennas
are conducting elements or apertures in a conducting sheet. This is known as frequency
selective surface (FSS) technology.

Application of thin films and FSS elements permit the signature of a surface to be changed
in a deterministic manner. FSS technology is used in conjunction with the thin-film method
to enhance its effect, so thin-film application is discussed herein as a precursor for its
inclusion in the FSS design. The design and modeling of various surface treatments are
accomplished using commercial EM simulation software on personal computer (PC)
workstations. Application of thin films is accomplished via physical vapor deposition (PVD)
in high-vacuum systems. Fabrication of antenna arrays to form a microstructured FSS is
possible using lithographic technology, particularly via electron-beam lithography (EBL).
Robust and versatile measurement methods are utilized to study the patterned surfaces,
including infrared spectral radiometry and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometry.
These allow for direct, reference-based and radiometric spectral signature measurements of
an altered surface.
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1.3

Thesis

It is desirable to modify a surface’s spectral emissivity, particularly in the infrared region of
the electromagnetic spectrum, where a surface’s thermal self-emission may dominate other
radiometric effects. Appreciable modification of a surface’s signature in the infrared is the
purpose of this work; this is accomplished by incorporation of thin films and a frequency
selective surface onto the surface to be modified in signature. A frequency selective surface
is a planar, periodic array of passive antenna elements. Application of thin films to alter the
reflection or transmission of a surface is an established technology [4] - [5]. However, when
thin-film effects are combined with FSS technology, spectral signature alterations are
demonstrated in the infrared.

Spectral modifications via FSS application have been

demonstrated in the literature in the millimeter-wave [6]-[10] and infrared [10]-[20] spectral
regions. In typical applications that were reported in the open literature, FSSs were used as
spectral filters, operating in either reflection or transmission mode.

Many parameters affect FSS spectral behavior. Different geometrical structures of the
conducting elements (or apertures) lead to various resonant characteristics. Also influencing
FSS spectral performance is the distribution or layout of the FSS elements and the electrooptical parameters of the surrounding media.

The effects of these fundamental FSS

parameters are discussed in the literature [6], [7], [10] and are covered in detail in section 3.3.
Though other element geometries are considered, the primary geometry studied in this
dissertation is an open square element packed into a square-grid array.
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The FSS design and simulation may be performed by running periodic moment method
(PMM) code on various software packages [21], [22]. In FSS fabrication processes for radio
frequency (RF) and millimeter-wave operation, FSSs are typically composed via printed
circuit-board etching or photolithography. To accomplish the challenging task of scaling an
FSS design for infrared operation, it is necessary to fabricate the devices via electron beam
lithography in a nanofabrication cleanroom facility. After processing, device characterization
is performed using two different spectral measurement systems.

Other desirable modifications of surface signature are also explored in this research,
including the ability to dynamically alter the surface signature and the ability to filter
radiation based on its polarization state. Three techniques for tuning the resonant position
of a surface are explored, including the incorporation of a pn junction substrate, a
piezoelectric substrate and a liquid crystal superstrate. An array of spiral FSS elements
allows for the control of the radiation absorbed by the surface due to its polarization
orientation. Finally, the concept for large-scale reproduction of static-resonance IR FSSs is
explored in collaboration with an industrial partner.

In this work, planar, periodic arrays of passive antennas, commonly known as
frequency-selective surfaces, are scaled to dimensions necessary for resonance in the infrared
spectral region. These surfaces are coupled with optically-thin films in the surrounding
media. The spectral properties of the composite devices are studied. This research is
accomplished with a multi-faceted, iterative process of design, simulation, fabrication and
characterization.

Resulting modifications to the emissivity spectrum of surfaces are
9

reported. Applications and further studies of these surface treatments are proposed and
discussed, including tunable-resonance FSS designs. Further directions for improvement
and application of this IR FSS technology are also explored, such as large-area FSS
replication and incorporation of IR FSS designs into existing IR detector technologies.

This dissertation is organized as follows: In chapter two, the tools used to design, fabricate
and measure the surface signature-altering devices are discussed. These include computerbased design and modeling software, lithographic fabrication materials, equipment and
processes, and spectral measurement optical systems. Chapter three will cover details of the
design and development for each type of IR device; this includes the EM theory associated
with the design, the specific parameters used for the fabrication tools and processes, and the
measurement results. Discussion of results follows all measurements. Chapter four presents
developmental designs for future study, including alternative tunable IR FSS designs,
potential integration of IR FSS into IR detector technologies, and promising processes for
large-area IR FSS replication.
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CHAPTER TWO: TOOLS FOR DESIGN, SIMULATION, FABRICATION
AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INFRARED DEVICES

2.1

Computer Software Used for Device Design and Simulation

2.1.1

Modeling and optimization of IR thin film stacks

The Essential Macleod optical coating design program [23] is powerful and flexible software
dedicated to design optical thin-film coatings. It features a straightforward interface that
allows the designer to construct a multilayer stack of films, specifying their thickness, optical
properties and crystalline structure. Though it comes equipped with a library of the optical
properties of various materials, the software allows input of externally-measured optical data,
in order to make the design verifiably realistic. This is particularly important in the infrared,
where the optical properties of materials may be rapidly varying and are not as completely
characterized in the literature as in the visible. After material properties are input, it has the
ability to calculate the amplitude- and power-based reflectance and transmittance magnitudes
and phases at various angles from a thin-film design, as well as a range of other parameters,
including the color and ellipsometric parameters of the thin-film stack [24].

The feature of the software package most readily used in this research is the optimization
feature. The desired magnitudes of reflectance and transmittance can be specified over a
range of wavelengths, and the software will adjust the film thicknesses, orientations, and
even the film materials (based on a database of available material properties) in order to
match the design criteria. A specific IR design is outlined in section 3.1.1.
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2.1.2

Simulation and modeling of antenna arrays with commercial software

Until recently, researcher-developed code was necessary to simulate the spectral response of
antennas at any frequency regime. Such code utilized techniques such as the moment
method, finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method or the finite-element method. The
latter two methods are based on very specific forms of Maxwell’s equations. Currently, there
are many user-friendly commercially-available software packages that may accomplish EM
antenna simulations, including High-Frequency Simulation Software (HFSS) by Ansoft
Corporation, IE3D by Zeland/Bay Technologies, Microwave Studio by Computer
Simulation Technology, and FEMLAB by COMSOL, Inc.

These software packages

commonly include computer-aided drafting-based (CAD) graphical interfaces that may allow
the user to parameterize and optimize their designs in a guided setup routine. The next
section details the computer-aided simulation software packages that were applied to this
research.

2.1.2.1 Simulation of FSS spectral response with periodic moment method software
Several techniques to model frequency-selective surfaces have been proposed in the
literature [6], [7], [21], [25]-[28]. Of those, periodic moment method (PMM) is the most
straightforward for application to FSS. PMM uses the mutual impedance and plane-wave
expansion techniques to allow each infinite array of antenna elements to be modeled by a
single reference element. It is, in fact, what makes the moment method technique periodic.
The basic function of the PMM is to calculate the array current I ( R 1 ) , which will be
shown in detail in section 3.3.1. To do this, a modal current distribution on the array
12

elements must be assumed. Element current distributions are approximated by piecewise
cosinusoidal2 (PWC) basis functions on the array elements.

That is, the elements are

segmented into discrete domains and a continuous PWC current mode is assumed to
propagate between the nodes (segment endpoints), along each subdomain. Unknown PWC
amplitudes are to be determined. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, where a square-loop
antenna element is broken up into segments and unwrapped at its nodes to show the PWC
current-mode distribution.

Figure 2.1 – An example of a current mode distribution on a square-loop antenna element.
Parameters input to fully determine the array current include the geometrical and electrical
properties of the array, the properties of the media surrounding the array and the properties
of the incident radiation (including the direction and polarization state) and the range of
wavelengths to be considered.

Once the currents are determined, the associated

electromagnetic fields, radiometric coefficients, and therefore the surface properties can be
2

Piecewise cosinusoidal, rather than piecewise sinusoidal currents are assumed because PWC has continuous

derivates everywhere, and this prevents singularities from occurring in the code [21].
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calculated. The only assumption in this method is the distribution of the current modes on
individual elements, which is an intuitive and practical assumption considering the theory for
current-wave propagation on antenna elements [29].

The initial published work to develop a PC-based software package for FSS analysis via the
PMM is accomplished by L. W. Henderson during his tenure as a doctoral student at The
Ohio State University’s ElectroScience Laboratories [21]. This PMM software, which is used
here in its fourth version, is export-controlled and therefore not commercially-available. It is
written in FORTRAN-based code and is capable of scaling antenna parameters to simulate
FSS performance over the EM spectrum. It takes parametric inputs to perform calculations
that are outlined in section 3.3.1. User inputs include text-based descriptions of the antenna
element geometries and their segmentation to determine the modal distribution of the
assumed PWC currents on the segments. The electro-optical properties (permittivity, sheet
resistance, etc.) of the surrounding media must also be included in the simulation to enhance
its accuracy.

With this software, it is also possible to cascade multiple arrays by inputting the electrooptical parameters of the dielectric slabs that separated the stratified composite FSS. A
perfect electric conductor (PEC) groundplane may be included in the design. The output of
this program is the magnitude and phase of the amplitude reflection and transmission
coefficients.
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This creates a robust calculation program for many FSS geometries.

This has been

rigorously-tested and is an established package that has been used in published research to
simulate FSS spectral performance [19], [30], [31]. The time for computation for typical
structures is on the order of tens of minutes, on a PC with 2GHz processor and 1.5GB of
RAM. Therefore, many designs could be simulated in a short period of time. It has been
used almost exclusively for the research presented here, and its calculations compare
favorably to measurements, as is shown in section 3.3.2.7.

A few disadvantages exist with this software package.

The user must specify the

segmentation of the array elements, thus determining how finely the array is to be parsed.
This will lead to the exchange of modeling accuracy for computation time. In fact, it is not
necessarily true that a more finely divided antenna element is a more accurately simulated
element [32]. Therefore, the choice of element segmentation points becomes a study of
simulation efficiency.

Though the program does automatically vary the wavelength of analysis to output the
spectral radiometric coefficients, each simulation only models one set of input geometrical
parameters. Automated parametric sweeps are not possible, so the tedious task of manually
and sequentially changing a specific parameter is required. The most detrimental drawback
that is encountered while using this software package is that the electro-optical properties of
the FSS substrate strata must be input as spectral constants. This is a good estimate for
radio frequency (RF) and millimeter-wave (MMW) application of the designs, because these
properties are relatively spectrally invariant throughout these spectral regions. However, for
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simulation of device properties in the infrared, more exact material parameters need to be
input—optical properties of materials can rapidly change as a function of wavelength in the
IR. Measurement of these varying optical properties is discussed in section 2.2.1.1. This is
also the prevalent reason for which alternative software packages were explored.

2.1.2.2 Alternative software-based methods for FSS spectral response simulation
Commercial software is currently available to model the EM properties of antenna
structures.

This software typically features a user-friendly graphical interface that

incorporates CAD file-format drawings of the element to be simulated. This is particularly
appealing to the antenna designer who has to take these drawings into a lithographic
fabrication facility—the simulated EM structure may be fabricated using the identical file.

The commercial software packages that are explored in this research are Designer and High-

Frequency Simulation Software (HFSS) by Ansoft Corporation [33]. Both software packages
contain an intuitive graphical user interface for designing, drawing, and simulating the
antenna over any portion of the EM spectrum. Parametric sweeps, i.e., the ability to vary
aspects of the antenna geometry or the electro-optical properties of the surrounding media
within a single simulation are a fundamental aspect of these software packages. In fact, this
capability is the prevalent reason to use this software. Both packages operate on a PC
workstation and may run simulations in a matter of hours on a single-processor computer;
this depends, of course, on the complexity of the design and spectral or parametric range of
study.
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Ansoft Designer is a planar-circuit simulator. It simulates design performance based on the
moment method, assuming plane-wave stimulation of the antenna elements in a similar
manner to the Ohio State University PMM software. Plane-wave input may be varied in
incidence angle, polarization, and wavelength to completely characterize FSS performance.
For example, four antenna elements of an FSS similar to those studied in this research are
shown in Figure 2.2. This figure shows an example of a possible current-mode distribution
along the antenna elements; the contours indicate the current magnitude along the elements.

Figure 2.2 – The reference element of an FSS, shown with an example of a current
distribution as simulated by Ansoft Designer software.
Ansoft HFSS is uses the finite-element method to simulate the antenna performance in any
three-dimensional geometry [34], [35]. The software enables the user to input complex
material properties, so that measured properties of real materials can be used in the design
and simulation. In fact, if as-deposited materials are studied via ellipsometry, as discussed in
section 2.2.1.1, an antenna composed of very specific materials may be accurately simulated.
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2.2

Lithographic Fabrication: Materials and Processes

2.2.1

Materials selection and characterization

In the RF and MMW spectral regions, the electro-optical properties of materials to be used
for antenna elements and surrounding media are spectrally flat, in general. That is, they are
invariant over a relatively broad spectral band. These properties include the material’s
complex dielectric permittivity, refractive index, and extinction coefficient, which are all
related by the Kramers-Kronig relations [36]. In the infrared spectral region, materials are
known to have rapidly-varying spectral properties due to phonon absorptions and other
material resonances in the IR [37]. For this reason, it is necessary to intricately study the
optical properties of materials to be used for infrared antennas.

For example, consider a material with relatively low absorption and high transmission over a
broad range of wavelengths. This material would be an excellent candidate for the substrate
of an integrated planar antenna array. However, if a naturally-occurring material absorption
peak manifests in the spectral region within the band of antenna operation, the antenna
performance is significantly altered—the material absorption absorbs energy that would be
absorbed by the antenna array if not for its presence.

Furthermore, many simulation packages, including The Ohio State’s PMM software, assume
that some materials have infinite conductivity, especially groundplanes and other highly
conductive metal layers. Also, this software necessarily assumes spectrally-flat electro-optical
properties over the range of analysis. If real properties can be substituted for all materials,
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more accurate simulations are possible. Granted, more advanced analysis software, such as
Ansoft HFSS or Designer can reasonably account for spectral variations of material
properties, but it is necessary to provide these data to the software via accurate
measurements. To this end, all materials to be incorporated into an antenna design must be
optically characterized.

Design and simulation may be even more accurate if the as-

deposited materials are characterized. This characterization is possible via ellipsometry, as is
discussed in the next section.

2.2.1.1 Measurement of the optical properties of thin films
Because lithographic fabrication processes are rooted in thin film deposition, it is important
to be able to accurately measure the thickness, as well as the electro-optical properties of the
as-deposited thin films. To accomplish this, an optical measurement technique known as
ellipsometry is utilized. Ellipsometry is based on the measurement of the polarization state
of radiation before and after reflection from a thin film of the material to be analyzed.
Ellipsometric parameters, Ψ and ∆, are related to the refractive index, n, and extinction
coefficient, k, by the Fresnel relations and are defined as follows [38],

tan ( Ψ ) ⋅ e

i⋅∆

≡

rp
r

s

⋅ e i (δ

p

−δ s

)

(2.1).

In these equations, δs,p represent the phase difference between the respective linear
polarization states (s or p) before and after reflection from the material. The parameters rp
and rs are the amplitude reflection coefficients from the Fresnel relations, which include δs
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and δp. These parameters explicitly relate to electro-optical properties, including n and k, as
shown in section 3.1. The setup of an ellipsometric measurement system is shown in Figure
2.3.

Figure 2.3 – Configuration for ellipsometric thin-film analysis.
It is evident that an accurate measurement of the thickness, d, and the electro-optical
properties of a material may be obtained if the wavelength, λ, and angles of incidence and
reflection, θi and θr are well-known. In fact, knowing each of these parameters over a broad
range allows for an over-determined system of equations that aids the analysis process. To
obtain the optical properties for some materials used in this research, a unique breed of
ellipsometer is employed.

The infrared variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (IR-

VASE), manufactured by J.A. Woollam Co., not only measures the optical properties of thin
films, but does so at a variable angle over the broad spectral range of 2 to 45 µm. Figure 2.4
shows the complete IR-VASE system and its various components.
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Figure 2.4 – The J.A. Woollam IR-VASE thin-film analysis system.
Measurement of optical properties via IR-VASE is accomplished by a modeling procedure
that requires a progressive, layer by layer analysis of a multilayer thin-film structure, such that
the initial substrate properties are determined before deposition of each successive layer.
The bulk, uncoated substrate is initially measured in the IR-VASE system and these
measured data are input into the J.A. Woollam WVASE32 software package [39]. This
allows a model of the optical properties to be developed that matches the measured
ellipsometric data. (Because this is a bulk substrate, the only variables in this model are the
electro-optical properties of the material; the substrate is assumed to have the thickness of
an infinite half-space.) A flowchart of the data-fitting procedure is shown in Figure 2.5,
overlaying an actual data-analysis interface window. A thin-film model is based on the many
physical oscillators that may characterize the material being analyzed.

Metals may be

characterized by Drude and similar oscillators; nonmetals may be modeled by Lorentz,
Gaussian and similar oscillators [36], [39]. Therefore, electro-optical properties can be
constructed from these oscillators to fit the ellipsometric data, and because the models are
based on realistic oscillators, the models are necessarily Kramers-Kronig consistent.
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Figure 2.5 – Example of the analysis routine used to model and study a thin film via IRVASE.
After the optical properties of the bulk substrate are characterized, the thickness of the first
thin-film layer is studied following deposition by a mechanical stylus profiling system, such
as the Veeco Dektak 3 Surface Profiler that is used in this research. Though the thin-film
thickness is a variable in the ellipsometric material characterization process, it is helpful to
have a baseline thickness value to encourage efficient and rapid convergence to an accurate
film thickness in the modeling routine. Using the model of the bulk substrate as the basis, a
general oscillator layer is added to represent and model the new thin-film layer to be
characterized.
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For this research, ellipsometric measurements are made because it is vital to know the
thicknesses and electro-optical properties of the layers surrounding the FSSs, particularly for
the tunable-resonance IR FSS designs. The properties of the antenna elements themselves
are also important, but, as will be discussed in section 3.3, the conducting-element FSSs are
made from the metal with the highest available sheet resistance and the aperture-element
FSSs are made from the most conductive metal that is easily deposited. Measurements used
to make these determinations are discussed in the next section.

2.2.1.2 Measurements of sheet resistance for metal films
When composing the IR FSS design as a circuit-analog absorber, it is critical to know the
electrical characteristics of the lossy (absorbing) FSS metallic layer [6], [32]. Thus, the DC
resistivity of readily-available metals is characterized via four-point probe. It is assumed that
DC resistivity values of metal films scale uniformly to IR-frequency resistivity values, such
that a material with a high dc resistivity will have a high baseline resistivity value at infrared
frequencies. This is an assumption that is not likely to be rigorously true, and has only been
validated in this study by device performance.

Since thin film resistivity scales indirectly with film thickness, a high-resistivity metal is
desired so that the FSS layer may be as thick and uniform as possible, such that uniform
metallic grains are allowed to grow during deposition. A metal film that is too thin can be
porous and may lead to an open circuit in the composite antenna. Thin films of gold,
chromium, nickel and manganese were studied via a routine four-point probe measurement
technique. Their sheet resistance values are compared in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 – Comparison of measured DC sheet resistance values for various metals.
metal

film thickness [nm]
250

sheet resistance [Ω / □]
<1

chromium

100

50

nickel

100

20

manganese

80

100

gold

Manganese, a particularly high-resistivity metal at DC [40], is selected for the conductingelement IR FSS antennas. This lossy metal is chosen for its high resistivity so that the
thickest possible metallic antenna layer is realized to yield a sheet resistance value of
approximately 100 ohms per square at a thickness of approximately 80nm. Fortunately, this
metal also turns out to be a fairly easy material to use in processes such as lift-off following
metal vacuum deposition.

A gold film is an obvious choice for the conducting sheet into which slots are milled to
compose the aperture-elements IR FSS because of its relatively high conductivity. It should
be noted that platinum may have a lower resistivity than gold, but an in-house deposition
process for platinum was not fully developed at the time of this study. Also, gold is a wellcharacterized material for lithographic removal, as will be noted in section 2.2.3.4.
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2.2.2

Lithographic fabrication technology

The thin film devices, including the various IR FSS designs presented in this research, are all
fabricated using what are currently industry-standard advanced microlithography processes.
Though the term “nanolithography” is permeating contemporary high-tech fabrication
vernacular, but it does not specifically apply to the devices fabricated within the scope of this
research.

The smallest features of these devices, their critical dimensions, will not be

significantly less than 100 nm. The FSS technology covered by this research may surely be
improved if extended to smaller critical dimensions, into the field of nanolithography, but
this work shows that this is not necessary to compose functional IR FSSs.

Three basic techniques compose microlithographic technology. The first two techniques
include the deposition and removal of thin films. In this research, physical vapor deposition
is most often employed, though chemical vapor deposition or plasma-enhanced vapor
deposition processes are well-established technologies and may offer advantages in thin-film
composition for IR FSS. Various material removal techniques are explored in this work,
including wet and dry processes. The third technique is the lithography itself, which consists
of transferring a pattern into one of the deposited layers. In this research, only electronbeam lithography is utilized due to the fine features required by the IR FSS elements. It is
important to note that photolithography is a well-established technique and is more suitable
for patterns requiring larger features, including MMW FSS fabrication. A variety of chemical
processes tie the techniques of microlithography together, allowing the fabricator a clean
interface at each step when progressing from bare substrate to final device.
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2.2.3

Thin-film deposition and removal processes

Three different types of thin-film application and two types of thin-film removal were
explored to compose the IR devices of this research. The first two types of film application
are physical-vapor deposition (PVD) processes; the other is based on silicon-on-silicon
epitaxy.

Both types of film removal, or etching, are founded in ionized plasma

bombardment of the substrate, the first with sputtered inert-gas plasma and the second with
a beam of inert-gas ions.

2.2.3.1 Physical vapor deposition: thermal and electron-beam evaporation
Evaporation is a process of controllably transferring atoms from a source to a substrate by
heating the source [41].

This is accomplished in an evacuated chamber to prevent

contamination of the substrate by other materials that exist along the path between the
source and the substrate, i.e., the mean free path that the evaporant has to travel to the
substrate is increased in vacuum. Typically, the source material initially exists in a solid
phase. Source material heating may be accomplished by two different methods: thermally or
by impinging an electron-beam directly on the source. The source is excited to a gaseous
phase and is liberated, typically rising to the top of a vacuum chamber to coat the substrate.
During thermal evaporation, a voltage is applied across a crucible containing the source
material to be evaporated. This results in resistive heating of the source as the crucible
draws more and more current. During electron-beam evaporation, a beam of electrons is
thermally emitted from a tungsten filament and is focused by magnets onto a crucible
containing the evaporant. This results in local heating of the source as the condensed
electrons transfer energy directly to the evaporant. (Often, the electron beam must be
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modulated to sweep over the entire evaporant area, so that the electron beam does not
penetrate through the crucible.) In both cases, the evaporant will eventually reach its
evaporation temperature and atoms will be released from the solid or liquid evaporant into a
gaseous phase, rising to the top of the vacuum chamber to coat the substrate.

A BOC Edwards evaporation system was used to deposit all of the thin films used in this
research via either thermal or electron-beam evaporation. This system contains two thermal
evaporation stations and four electron-beam evaporation pockets, so that a variety of thin
film combinations can be deposited without breaking vacuum. To create the high-vacuum
conditions, the system has a magnet-levitation turbo pump for fine pumping.

All

depositions were accomplished at a base pressure of less than 1 µtorr. The acceleration
voltage of 4.65 kV is used for electron-beam evaporation and the thermal excitation source
operates at 5 V for 1 kW of total power. Typical evaporation deposition parameters for the
varied materials used in this research are given in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 – Typical evaporation deposition parameters for various materials.
material

deposition type

manganese

thermal

process pressure
[µtorr]
<1

gold

thermal

3–4

thermal setting
or current [mA]
5–6
6–7
4–5

deposition
rate [nm/s]
0.08 – 0.20
0.27 – 0.32
0.18 – 0.27

gold

e-beam

3–5

150 - 160

0.08 – 0.15

chromium

e-beam

<1

15 – 18

0.2 – 0.35

nickel

e-beam

2–3

35 – 40

0.5 – 0.1

titanium

e-beam

<1

120 – 150

0.25 – 0.35

platinum

e-beam

1–2

115 – 120

0.2 – 0.4

silicon dioxide

e-beam

<10

15 – 20

1–2

It is helpful to know the deposited thickness in situ, so a crystal thickness monitor is
included in the system to measure the film thickness during deposition.

Before each

deposition, a metal witness sample is included in the chamber near the substrate. The
thickness of the film deposited on this sample, as measured via Veeco Dektak 3 mechanical
stylus profiler, is compared to the thickness measured via the in situ quartz oscillator
thickness monitor. A tooling factor is then calculated for each material by dividing the
measured thickness on the crystal monitor by the actual thickness, as measured via profiler.
Thus, the material deposition rate is calibrated.

2.2.3.2 Physical vapor deposition: magnetron and diode sputtering
PVD via sputtering is accomplished by bombarding a material source, called a “target”, with
energetic ions emitted from an inert gas discharge, typically argon ions (Ar+). Argon-ion
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plasma is formed due to the high electric field induced between the target and the platter on
which the substrate rests. The positive ions are attracted to the material target, which is
negatively biased to be the cathode. Atoms of the target are ejected (sputtered) by the
incident energetic plasma ions and thereafter these atoms deposit down onto the substrate.
Metal targets are usually biased at very high negative potentials while the substrate is
grounded. Metal targets can be operated with both direct current (DC) and RF potentials.
Nonmetal targets are typically operated with RF potentials.

Two types of sputter configurations are used, diode and magnetron. The system used in this
research is a Materials Research Corporation 8667 sputtering system, and operates a diode
configuration with an RF potential, and a magnetron source with a DC potential. Radiofrequency diode sputtering has the advantage of being more inexpensive and
straightforward—a uniform plasma is generated, which results in uniform consumption of
the target, but it is limited by low deposition rates. DC magnetron sputtering generally
results in rapid deposition rates, but can result in non-uniform target consumption (and thus
higher cost) and relatively non-uniform films.

Typical deposition conditions for various materials are shown in Table 2.3. The base
pressure for all sputter depositions is nominally 10 µtorr, and may be as low as 5 µtorr. No
variation in film quality or deposition rate was observed at different base pressures below 10
µtorr.
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Table 2.3 – Typical sputter deposition parameters for various materials.
material

sputtering type

process
pressure
[mtorr]

process
plasma volume
[sccm]

plasma
ionizing
power [kW]

deposition
rate
[nm/min]

14
19.4
19 - 22

1
1
2

2.2
2.5
33.6

10.8

2

10

a-Si

RF magnetron

nickel

DC diode

3
5
5

titanium

DC diode

3

The PVD systems discussed in this and the previous section are shown in Figure 2.6. The
sputtering system is on the left and the evaporation system is on the right. Both systems are
maintained in a class 10000 cleanroom environment.

Figure 2.6 – PVD systems at the IR Systems Laboratory cleanroom: sputtering system (left)
and evaporator (right).
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2.2.3.3 Epitaxial growth of silicon
For one IR FSS application of this research, a silicon-on-silicon epitaxial junction was
formed. This work was done independent of the research facilities at the University of
Central Florida (UCF) by Lawrence Semiconductor Research Laboratories.

The basis

process of epitaxial thin-film growth is to take a crystalline substrate wafer, such as p-type
silicon, and allow a different layer of a similar material, such as n-type silicon, to grow on top
of it. Ideally, the epitaxial film grows so that it is directly registered, atom-by-atom, to the
crystalline lattice of the substrate. The epitaxial film used here was grown using a silane
process in an ASM single-wafer epsilon reactor. Phosphane gas was used as the dopant at
800°C. This method required that the backside of the p-type silicon substrate wafer be
coated with a silicon dioxide layer in order to protect the backside of the p-type layer from
being implanted with n-type carriers.

The discussion of section 3.3.4 on pn junction

substrates for tunable IR FSS covers the results of this fabrication.

2.2.3.4 Sputter etching
Sputter etching, or sputtered-ion milling, is a method of thin-film removal that works by
operating a sputtering system with a reverse electrical polarity. Instead of biasing the target
to attract the positively charged argon ions, the platter on which the substrate rests is the
cathode and the ions are attached down onto the substrate, energetically bombarding the
thin film and ablating it as a result. This milling process has a different rate for different
materials, because the process discriminates etchants by the magnitude of their bonding
forces [41], rather than by the type of material. Therefore, one material may be used as an
etch mask for another material’s removal, if the mask material has a sufficiently lower etch
rate and/or a sufficiently higher thickness.
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In this work, the only material that is sputter etched is gold, and typically poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) is used as the etch mask. The etch rates of the gold to that of the
PMMA is nominally two to one. Therefore, the PMMA layer may be as thick as the gold
layer and will still be intact after the gold is fully milled. There are a few considerations when
using this particular mask/etchant combination; these details will be covered in the next
chapter with respect to specific applications.

The base pressure for all sputter etching processes is nominally 10 µtorr, and was as low as 5
µtorr for many etches. Regardless, no variation in film quality or removal rate was observed
at different base pressures below 10 µtorr. Gold is sputter etched at 700 W RF power, at a
pressure of 5 mtorr and an argon-ion volume of 19.5 sccm. The etch rate of gold is
measured to be 20 to 30 nm/min., while that of PMMA is measured at <10 nm/min.
Process development in application of this etch technique is shown in detail in section 3.3.3
on aperture-element IR FSSs.

A disadvantage to this process is that is has not been readily repeatable. The film removal
rates noted here cover a large range, indicating that they are sensitive to unregulated system
parameters, such as precise location of the substrate in the chamber, which may influence
the concentration of the sputtering ion plasma.

2.2.3.5 Ion-beam milling
A Veeco Ion Mill system of the Cornell University Nanofabrication Facility was used as an
alternative thin-film removal system. This system operates to remove material from a
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substrate by directly bombarding the substrate with Kaufman argon-ion beam that measures
10 cm in diameter. The etch rates of this process are well-established and repeatable, in
contrast to the sputter etching process of the previous section. The base pressure for all ionmilling processes is nominally 8 µtorr. This system was also only used to remove gold films
using PMMA as an etch mask. The milling rate for gold is 100 nm/s and that of PMMA is
55 nm/s. Therefore, a thin layer of PMMA should sufficiently mask an equally thin layer of
gold without loss of detail in the features. Results of this process are shown in section
3.3.3.2.
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2.2.4

Electron-beam lithography

In order to transform an antenna array design from a CAD-based layout to a physical
structure on a substrate, the technology of lithography is required. There are various types
of lithography for integrated circuit processing, the most ubiquitous of which is
photolithography. This lithographic process is similar to contact printing—clear apertures in
the contact sheet, called a “mask”, allow radiation to pass and expose the film or photoresist,
while opaque sections sufficiently block the light and in these regions the photoresist
remains unaltered. It is an advantage that this is a parallel-exposure process in that all
elements of the pattern are simultaneously exposed.

However, the resolution of this

technology is limited by the diffraction limit of the wavelength of radiation used for the
lithographic transfer and by the quality of the optical system delivering the exposing
radiation. At best, the resolution of photolithography systems is sub-micrometer.

For fabrication of the fine features required to compose an IR FSS, the technology of directwrite electron-beam lithography (EBL) is necessary. This technology transfers a CAD layout
to a substrate using a computer-controlled pattern generator system to manipulate a wellconditioned beam of electrons.

The pattern generator and the EBL substrate stage

cooperate to scan the electron beam over an entire substrate, exposing the desired area and
blanking the beam when it traverses the areas to remain unexposed.
therefore a serial-write process and can be very time-consuming.

This process is

However, it is the

foundation for most lithographic processes, since the initial mask for photolithography is
typically written by EBL. Very fine resolution has been achieved via EBL, down to 10 nm in
the resist, and less than 50 nm metal lines have been achieved via metal lift-off processes.
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This work most commonly uses PMMA as the electron-sensitive resist; though there are
many commercially-available e-beam resists, this is the most ordinary and well-characterized.
For all processes (to be detailed in later sections), a 300 nm layer of A4 950k PMMA is used.
This PMMA is diluted to 4% in the solvent anisole and has a molecular weight of 950k. This
high-molecular weight PMMA is used because it has been shown to improve metal film lift
off and has higher resolution than alternative (e.g., 495k) PMMA-based resists [42]-[44]. The
layer is calibrated in thickness via IR-VASE and mechanical profiler measurements. This
coating is applied by spinning a small volume (typically <7 mL) of this resist on a substrate
at 3000 rpm for 60 s, after cleaning the substrate with acetone, methanol and isopropyl
alcohol (IPA) for 10 s each, followed by spin-drying for at least 30 s. The resist is then
baked for 10 minutes at 180°C to remove its solvent and impurities.

Two different types of EBL systems were used to fabricate IR FSSs. A JEOL 5900 SEM
with a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) cathode was used for initial proof-of-concept
lithography. This system is converted for EBL by including Raith Elphy Quantum software
in conjunction with a beam blanker to act as a pattern generator. The electron-emitting
filament is operated at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV for all lithography. Typical current
used for exposure is 600 pA and the maximum write frequency for this system is 333 kHz.
The Raith Elphy Quantum software is used to manipulate the electron beam. The lines of
the IR FSS elements were exposed as single pixel lines in a square 100 µm writefield at a linedose of 33 nC/cm.

The electron-beam spot size on the substrate, and therefore the

linewidth of the antenna elements is affected by changing the working distance of the
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electron beam. It has been shown [45] that a working distance of 10 mm results in 250 nm
lines after metal lift-off, while a working distance of 7 mm produces 120 nm lines after liftoff. However, it will be shown in section 3.3.2 that this lithography system did not produce
lines of high quality and was too slow for this work. A faster, dedicated EBL system was
used to perform all of the useful IR FSS fabrications.

The system most often used for IR FSS EBL is a Leica EBPG 5000+ tool, but a Leica VB6HR system at Cornell University Nanofabrication Facility was also used to write some
patterns for this research. The EBPG 5000+ tool is shown in Figure 2.7. Both tools are
similar in operation as dedicated lithography tools; both include their own pattern generator
software and control electronics. The maximum write speed capable by the EBPG system is
50 MHz, while that of the VB6 system is 25 MHz. The accelerating voltage used on the
EPGB system to write arrays is either 50 kV or 100 kV, while a 100 kV electron-accelerating
voltage is always used on the VB6 system. Both systems are capable of writing an IR FSS to
cover an area that is of sufficient size for testing within an hour, making these dedicated
tools an excellent choice for preliminary IR FSS fabrication. For nearly all arrays written
within the scope of this research, a nominally 10 nA beam was used at a calibrated dose of
550 µC/cm² at 50kV, unless otherwise stated. The electron-beam step size and resolution
for most patterns was 25 nm. Both systems use a 16-bit pattern generator to enable highresolution lithography. The EBPG system is capable of resolution less than 5 nm, but 25
nm resolution was determined to be the most efficient balance of write time and line quality.
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Figure 2.7 – Leica EBPG 5000+ electron-beam lithography system.
For the modified JEOL 5900 SEM-based EBL tool, CAD patterns are drawn directly in the
system-specific Elphy Quantum software and are written via EBL as drafted; the file format
never changes, and all design and processing may be accomplished on a Windows PC. To
convert the CAD pattern files for EBL by the dedicated EBL tools, a three-step process is
mandatory. First, the pattern must be drawn in a CAD format. The initial CAD file format
is typically .GDSII. The pattern data of this file must be fractured on a Linux workstation
via Synopsys CATS software (version W-2004.09-2) into trapezoidal segments.

These

exposure elements are interpreted by the EBL system pattern generator software the
building blocks of the total pattern. The output file format of the CATS software is .CFLT,
which must then be again converted to the EBL system-specific file format, since both EBL
systems operate on a VMS workstation. This format is .GPF for the EBPG system and
.FRE for the VB6 system.
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After EBL exposure, all electron resist is developed for 60 s in a 25% mixture of
methylisobutylketone in isopropanol (3:1::IPA:MIBK). The device is then typically taken
through a descum etching process in a plasma to ensure clarity of the written features. A
Branson barrel etcher is used for this purpose. The descum process is performed in a 420
mtorr oxygen plasma, excited by RF power at 150 W for 60 s. Further details of the
fabrication process flow are outlined in the subsequent sections, which will also address
deviations from the standard lithographic processing outlined in this section.
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2.3

Spectral Signature Measurement Systems

Two varieties of systems are used to study the devices that were fabricated for this research:
IR spectral measurement systems and IR imaging systems.

The spectral measurement

systems include a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One™ Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectrometer and an infrared spectroradiometer, manufactured by Infrared Systems
Development Corporation of Orlando, Florida. Two measurement systems are used in
order to efficiently and thoroughly characterize all radiometric properties of the IR FSS
spectral signature. Two camera systems are used to image IR device performance, midwavelength (MWIR) and long-wavelength (LWIR) thermal imagers. The LWIR camera
operates from 8 to 12 µm and the MWIR camera images from 3 to 5 µm.

2.3.1

Spectral radiometry

To study the spectral emission from a device under test (DUT), an infrared
spectroradiometer is employed. The optical layout of this unique radiometer system consists
of two Cassegrain telescopes that are symmetrically aligned so that finite-conjugate object
and image planes are formed as shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 – Cassegrain telescope-based optical layout of the IR spectroradiometer.
The DUT is located at the object plane and it is thermally excited on a hotplate. The
spectroradiometer has a 1 mm² field of view (FOV) and operates at F/2. Radiation emitted
from the DUT is collected by the telescopes and is focused through a continuously-variable
spectral filter and onto a detector that is located at the image plane. The spectral filter is
automatically rotated to scan transmission from 2 to 14.5 µm and operates at a variable
spectral resolution that is at most 80 nm. The resolution of this spectral filter is nonlinear
because the filter is concatenated from four separate segments, each with a different spectral
range and spread. The radiometer is equipped with two detectors to cover this spectral
region, an indium antimonite (InSb) detector covers 2 to 5.7 µm and a mercury cadmium
telluride (MCT) detector covers from 5.7 to 14.5 µm.

The physical system is shown in Figure 2.9. It is operated in a nitrogen gas purge enclosure
to mitigate absorption of the signal to be measured by atmospheric agents, such as carbon
dioxide and water.

This system is calibrated with an Electro Optical Industries, Inc.
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blackbody source at 200ºC, and all IR FSS measurements are therefore performed at this
temperature. This temperature is chosen to give a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio and to
simulate potential application conditions of the IR FSSs.

After a calibration data are

obtained, the raw output voltage is converted to radiance, with dimensions of watts per
square centimeter per steradian. All subsequent measurements are converted to radiance
data using this blackbody calibration data set.

Figure 2.9 – A photograph of the IR spectroradiometer.
The ratio of the FSS radiance to blackbody radiance when measured at the same temperature
is known as the IR FSS emissivity, as shown in Equation 1.4. This property will be shown
for various IR FSSs in section 3.3.

2.3.2

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy

The common commercial FTIR micro-spectrometer is employed to study the spectral
reflectance or transmittance of the IR FSS arrays. The source of radiation used in this
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system is a globar. Radiation from this globar is directed through an apertured microscope
to limit the object-space FOV to a 100 µm-diameter circular area. This small aperture
enables fabrication of a small prototype FSS, which is important because the serial nature of
EBL leads to lengthy write times. Using this measurement system, a 100 µm-square field of
FSS elements can be quickly and repeatedly written and tested. FSSs covering a 100 µmsquare area are optimized to be readily written on the order of tens of minutes, depending
on the element geometry.

The FTIR system is also operated in a nitrogen purge environment to mitigate the influence
of atmospheric carbon dioxide and water. The globar source emits from 2 to 22 µm. To
detect this wide wavelength range, a broadband MCT detector with a KRS-5 window is
incorporated. Because FTIR spectrometer measurements are non-radiometric, the levels of
the reflected or transmitted radiation are relative to a baseline calibration medium, or
“background”. For transmission measurements, an equivalent optical path of free-space is
used as the background. For reflection measurements, a front-surface gold mirror is used as
the background. This system is an excellent tool for prototype characterization and to assist
fabrication process refinement. After initial verification of performance in this system, a
larger FSS is fabricated to enable spectroradiometer-based testing and macroscopic
demonstration via IR imaging.

2.3.3

Infrared imagery

Macroscopic performance of all novel IR devices should be tested with an imaging system to
validate application. The surfaces fabricated in this research are tested in the infrared by
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digital thermal cameras, operating in the MWIR and LWIR. For LWIR imaging, a Raytheon
ControlIR 2000B infrared camera is used. For MWIR imaging, a Mitsubishi IR-5120A
MWIR thermal imager is used.
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CHAPTER THREE: INFRARED DEVICES

3.1

Physics and Applications of Thin Films in the Infrared

For a thin solid material coating on a surface to be distinguished from a bulk (thick) film, the
phase of the radiation after propagation through the thin film has to be considered. Phasebased interference effects will no longer be observed once the film becomes optically thick.
Thus, the onset of interference defines the thin film. Historically, interest in the application
of thin films stems from their use as reflection filters in the fields of spectroscopy and
interferometry [5]. Thin film coatings were applied to mirrors and Fabry-Pérot etalons to
increase their reflectance over a narrow spectral region, thereby enhancing the resolution of
a spectrometer, for instance. Early uses of thin films also included thin coatings of ionic
compounds that decrease the reflectance of optical glasses in the visible, for example. These
coatings are still seen in application today; violet films on vehicle windows are typically
magnesium fluoride (MgF2) coatings used to reduce glare of visible light [46]. Reflectance of
visible radiation from common glass is reduced from 4% to 1% with the addition of this
MgF2 coating [24]. Therefore, thin film coatings have the property of being able to shape
the radiometric spectral signature of a surface, particularly in reflection and transmission.

The Fresnel formulae relate the electro-optical properties of the film materials and the
propagation properties of the incident radiation (incidence direction, polarization state, etc.)
to the resulting spectral signature of the film-coated surface.

They are derived from

Maxwell’s equations [4]-[5], [24]. Because most devices explored in this research consider
film layers on a metal groundplane, transmittance formulae are not considered. However,
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the complex refractive index of materials, which includes the refractive index and the
extinction coefficient, is necessary to characterize metallic reflection. The following equation
states the reflectance for a film, for both the s and p polarization orientations:

ρ( λ )

s,p

= r

s,p

(λ)

2

=

N i , f ( λ ) cos θ i − N f ,i ( λ ) cos θ f
N i , f ( λ ) cos θ i + N
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2
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( λ ) cos θ f

In this relation, Ni,f (l) is the complex spectral refractive index of the incident (i) and film (f)
media. If this film is located on a substrate and its thickness is thin enough to set up a
condition of interference, then the following formula gives the (energy) reflectance of this
stratified structure for either polarization state [4]-[5]. Spectrally varying quantities are
assiduously noted.
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The subscripts i-f and f-s denote the field amplitude reflection coefficients defined in
Equation (3.1) between the incident medium and the film, and between the film and the
substrate, respectively. The phase shift upon propagation through the film is given by

δ f (λ) = 2 ⋅ π ⋅

df
λ

N f ( λ ) cos θ f

(3.3)
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For situations in which no radiation transmission is necessary, including a majority of the
applications discussed in this research, metal films or substrates have been used in
conjunction with dielectric films to contour thin-film system reflectance spectra.

The

thickness of a dielectric film atop a metallic substrate, for instance, can be adjusted to create
an antireflection (AR) or a high-reflection (HR) condition. When the thickness of the
dielectric layer is an odd number of quarter-wavelengths, the system is in an AR condition
because the phase of the reflected radiation is opposite that of the incident radiation after
traversing the dielectric film once, reflecting off of the metal (and undergoing a phase shift),
and returning to the film-air interface. When the thickness of the dielectric layer is an even
number of quarter-wavelengths, the system is in an HR condition because the phase of the
reflected radiation is in phase with the incident radiation after traversing the dielectric film
and returning to the surface. The dielectric layer acts as an optical resonant cavity. Thus,
the HR reflectance is nominally equal to that of the metallic substrate.

In these designs, the dielectric layer should have low spectral absorptance and high spectral
transmittance to ensure maximum spectral reflectance or anti-reflectance.

In IR FSS

designs, conducting antenna elements are to be placed atop the dielectric layers. Therefore,
this layer must also serve as electrical isolation from the metallic groundplane substrate. This
is discussed in great detail in section 3.3.2.4; as analogies to circuit theory are made, this
metal substrate is termed an electrical groundplane and the dielectric layer thickness is
likened to a transmission line.
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Furthermore, the dielectric film stack that composes the IR FSS substrate may be coated
with a thin, semitransparent metal film to further enhance the thin-film system reflectance
spectra. The thickness of this thin metal film can be adjusted to more ideally phase-match
the thin-film system to free space [5]. Such designs are explored in conjunction with IR FSS
technology in section 3.3.
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3.1.1

Modeling and optimization of thin films to compose an IR barcode

A surface that combines high-contrast features in the infrared, such as a black-and-white
barcode, with low-contrast features in the visible composes a desirable IR device. To design
a surface with this type of signature in a straightforward optical design, the Essential

Macleod optical coating design program is employed as discussed in section 2.1. The
software is used to create and study two broadband IR coatings on a flexible substrate. The
“simplex” refinement mode of this software was employed for this design. This mode meets
design criteria by iteratively changing the layer parameters, sequentially replacing parameters
to move towards the “center of gravity” of the solution set [23].

For the IR barcode design, an AR and an HR coating are designed using metal and dielectric
films. The composite IR barcode is designed to be opaque over the entire long-wave
infrared (LWIR), which spans from 8 to 12 µm. Therefore, incident IR radiation that
impinges on the barcode films will either be very weakly reflected, and thus strongly
absorbed (AR-coating), or very strongly reflected and poorly absorbed (HR-coating), since
transmittance is designed to be negligible. Recalling Kirchhoff’s Law, the strongly absorbing
film will have high emission and appear bright, giving the “white state” of the barcode. The
HR film will not absorb nor emit an appreciable amount of radiation and thus gives the
“black state” of the barcode.

In the visible spectral region (wavelengths ranging from 400 to 700 nm), it is desired to not
only have uniform, low-contrast features, but the surface should have a moderate signature
that is neither too reflecting, nor too absorbing, so it can readily blend with surroundings.
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This is accomplished by making the films for both barcode states optically thick for visible
radiation. That is, interference effects in the coating design do not occur for visible radiation
and thick film properties will dominate. Therefore, both the AR and HR barcode states give
an identical, dull, and uniform reflectance signature in the visible.

The barcode design is based on a straightforward two-layer approach on the flexible
substrate.

The composite IR barcode strata include a flexible substrate, a metallic

groundplane and a dielectric upper film layer. Since the flexible substrate is behind a metallic
groundplane, it functions merely as a structural host for the thin films and its optical
properties are irrelevant. The metallic groundplane layer must be thicker than a few skindepths in the LWIR; in order to force the zero-transmissivity condition. A skin-depth is
defined by the reciprocal of the amplitude absorptance coefficient (often called the
attenuation coefficient) [46]. One skin-depth is the film thickness at which the flux density
is attenuated to e-1 ≈ 37% of its initial value. In most metal films, this thickness is equal to
tens of nanometers [47]. Since the metallic groundplane is opaque, its thickness is not a
critical feature of the design. The thickness of the dielectric upper layer controls whether the
thin-film system is an AR or HR coating.

Thus, the design parameters to be optimized are the film thickness and material of the
dielectric upper film layer. These parameters shape radiometric spectra of the IR barcode.
Since the transmission through the barcode is designed to be negligible, the barcode
reflectivity equals one minus the barcode absorptivity as a function of wavelength.
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The material for this layer is chosen to be amorphous silicon (a-Si); selection of all substrate
materials are discussed in the following subsection. Its thickness for each barcode state is
optimized using the Essential Macleod. The AR coating of amorphous silicon is optimized
to be 623.5 nm thick and the HR coating is optimized to be 1235 nm thick; these film
thicknesses correspond to quarter-wave and half-wave films at 10 µm.

The LWIR

reflectance surface signatures, as modeled via the Essential Macleod software, are shown in
Figure 3.1. As designed, the minimum reflectance of the AR layer is 3.9% and the maximum
absorptance of the AR layer is 95.4% at the central design wavelength of 10 µm. The
maximum reflectance of the HR layer is 80.8% and the minimum absorptance of the HR
layer is 18.4%. This HR layer nominally reflects ~80% of the energy across the LWIR. The
transmission is negligible throughout the spectrum because of the inclusion of groundplane
layer.

Figure 3.1 – IR barcode reflectance spectra in the LWIR as designed via the Essential

Macleod software.
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The visible signature does indeed appear to be that of a uniform surface, neither reflecting
nor absorbing preferentially. AR and HR reflectance spectra are indiscernible across the
visible, as shown in Figure 3.2. This is further verified in measurement. Like an unpolished
metal mirror, the reflectance values that are nominally 40% across the visible, with a slight
rise to 50% for shorter wavelengths.

Figure 3.2 – IR barcode reflectance spectra in the visible as designed via the Essential

Macleod software.
Furthermore, it is important to note that single-layer thin-film designs have inherent
limitations because single materials have natural optical properties, such as absorption bands
due to material resonances. Incorporation of more materials would allow for a multilayer
design so that an engineered material with its own unique composite optical properties could
be created; there are more free variables with more thin films. Within the scope of the
research outlined here, thin-film designs more complex than single-layer are not considered.
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It is noted that a multilayer approach will likely enhance the bright-to-dark modulation of the
coated surface’s spectral signature if additional research is focused on their development.
Typically, multilayer film designs, particularly those involving dielectric/metal pairs [5] are
used to enhance narrowband reflectance. Therefore, a single-layer design may be the best
option for broadband applications such as this IR barcode. There is a performance tradeoff
of spectral range for depth of modulation across the bandwidth.

3.1.1.1 Rationale for material selection in the IR barcode design
The upper layer is chosen to be amorphous silicon for a number of reasons. It is relatively
transparent and has small absorptance throughout the LWIR. Its radiometric spectra are
also flat (no sharp gradients as a function of wavelength) in the visible and LWIR. Few
materials can claim these properties, since absorption phenomena, such as phonon
resonance, dominate the IR material spectra. It is also used because it is readily available and
straightforward to deposit in a PVD system, as is described in section 2.2.3.2.

The groundplane material is amorphous titanium metal and is easily deposited in a PVD
system. Any metal would have sufficed, but titanium is a transition metal that readily
adheres to substrates, and superstrates readily adhere to it, in an evacuated environment. It
is a robust selection. The thickness of this layer is confined by two factors. As mentioned
previously, it must be thicker than a few skin depths at LWIR wavelengths to force the zerotransmissivity condition. Also, it must be thin enough to be reasonably flexible to prevent
cracking and delamination of the film. It has been determined experimentally that if the film
thickness is between 100 and 200 nm, both conditions are satisfied.
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A flexible substrate may be important for the IR barcode in application, if the barcode is
applied to a curved surface to which it must conform. Kapton™, a common substrate
material for conformal integrated circuitry, is chosen as the flexible substrate material. This
leads to another design criteria, which is the optimization of the signature at various viewing
angles. This feature is not explicitly optimized via the Essential Macleod software, but
angular signature stability is evident in the field-test characterization of the final composite
device.

3.1.1.2 IR barcode fabrication process
The IR barcodes are fabricated in a straightforward fashion. The MRC sputtering system
discussed in section 2.2.3.2 is used to deposit all layers of the IR barcodes. The physical size
of the barcodes is approximately 400 mm by 100 mm. To deposit a uniform thin film over
such a large area, the sputtering system was used with a rotating substrate platter. The
targets of the system have a 200 mm diameter, so an area 100 mm wide can be uniformly
coated by passing the substrate underneath the target a calibrated number of times.

The Kapton™ base layer of the IR barcodes is secured to the rotating platter with vacuumcompatible Kapton™ tape. Once secured, the system is pumped down and the platter is set
to rotate at its highest speed (approximately 8 rpm) in order to deposit material most
efficiently. To deposit the groundplane layer of the IR barcode, a 200 nm thin film of
titanium is DC diode sputtered onto the Kapton™. Without breaking vacuum, the system
was configured for RF diode deposition of the AR layer, which is composed of 623.5 nm of

a-Si. Following the AR layer deposition, the HR layer is applied. In order to encode the
information into the barcode, regions of this AR layer have to be obscured before deposition
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of the thicker HR layer. To do this, a simple physical mask is employed. A 1 mm-thick, flat
brass mask is placed into the deposition system over the barcode. It completely covers the
barcode where the information is to remain in an AR (bright) state, and has clear apertures
where the material of the HR layer is to be deposited. More amorphous silicon is then
sputtered into the apertures of the mask, to make the total thickness for the HR layer 1235
nm. Granted, vacuum is broken to insert the template, but this is not a necessary part of the
optimized process. Template application could be automated within the vacuum chamber, if
these IR barcodes are to be efficiently mass-produced.

An image of the brass barcode templates is shown in Figure 3.3. These templates could be
improved if they were made of thinner, heavier material. Deposition of material against the
1 mm-thick sidewalls of the template slightly reveals information at the edges of the barcode
to the discerning viewer. Also, Kapton™ is not an easy material to lie flat in a deposition
system, particularly after a thin metal film has been applied; the film is under internal stress
while bonded to the substrate [41]. Surely, an improvement to IR barcode fabrication is the
development of a low-stress film deposition process for the groundplane and for the IR
barcode data-encoding material. However, these experiments resulted in a functional proofof-concept demonstration, and thermal (LWIR) images are compared to visible images in the
following section.
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Figure 3.3 – The brass templates that mask the AR portion of the barcode while the film to
compose the HR portion is deposited.

3.1.1.3 Measurements of a thin-film IR barcode
Modeling of the IR barcodes via The Essential Macleod software, as shown in Figure 3.1,
shows that the infrared contrast between the bright and dark regions should be about 40% at
the edges of the LWIR and as much as 75% at 10 µm, the central design wavelength.
Measurements via FTIR spectroscopy verified that the design criteria were not precisely met.
The plot of Figure 3.4 compares the measured reflectance spectra to the spectral signature
anticipated via modeling with the Essential Macleod software.
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Figure 3.4 – Comparison of the IR barcode model to measurements in reflectance.
An obvious shift of the experimental data from the design data, as shown in plot, gives
evidence that the thicknesses of the a-Si layers are less than designed for both the AR and
the HR barcode regions. Also, the measured level of the HR reflectance indicates that the
bare titanium groundplane is not as reflective as anticipated in design—since this is a halfwave layer, this level should equal the reflectance of bare titanium. The most unsatisfactory
aspect of this fabrication is that the barcode actually changes polarity above 11.2 µm.
However, it is encouraging that the bright-to-dark modulation near 8.5 µm is >45%.
Further IR barcode fabrications are promoted by this data, considering that thicker active
barcode layers would cause the spectral signature to be re-centered so that the IR barcode
will have the desired polarity across the complete LWIR.

Also, a more reflective

groundplane material could be used in place of titanium to enhance bright-to-dark
modulation.
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Despite the details of the measured spectral signature, the barcodes function with legible
contrast when imaged. Thermal images in the LWIR of the IR barcodes are shown in Figure
3.5.

Figure 3.5 – LWIR image of the IR barcodes at room temperature.
Figure 3.6 shows a visible photograph of the barcode, taken with a Nikon D1X digital
camera. The Kapton™ substrate is evident at the barcode periphery. Protruding substrate
that remains after processing can be easily cut away prior to application. Thus, this IR
barcode can be fabricated to any dimension. The primary resolution limitation imposed on
the information encoded by the barcode is the size of the features encoded in the template.
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Figure 3.6 – An image of the IR barcodes in the visible.
Granted, barcode information is evident in the visible. The thin lines surrounding the edges
of the information are due to the fact that the brass template shadowed some regions of the
substrate during the isotropic silicon deposition, causing a graded silicon deposition that is
localized at the edges of the information. These blemishes can be mitigated by reducing the
thickness of the barcode template or by depositing the top silicon layer via a more
directional PVD technique, such as evaporation.

A potential application of these flexible IR barcodes is to affix them onto arbitrarily-shaped
equipment. Shown in Figure 3.7, the barcodes are applied to a car and imaged with an
infrared and visible camera. Only in the infrared image is the high-contrast IR barcode
information manifest. The flexible substrate allows the barcodes to be contoured to the
car’s body and the metallic visible appearance of the IR barcodes helps them blend with the
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car’s metallic color. Although ambient radiation (e.g., from the sun) will heat the barcode, its
signature (i.e., the percentage of absorbed and reflected radiation) will be unaltered. The
visible signature is also unaffected by ambient conditions.

Figure 3.7 – LWIR and visible images of the IR barcode as applied to a car in daylight.
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3.2

3.2.1

Antennas in the Infrared

Antenna theory and application in the infrared

An antenna is an electromagnetic device that is designed to transition free-space radiation
into guided waves in an electrical circuit [29], or vice versa. Antenna dimensions are
comparable to the wavelength of operation. An antenna can be viewed as a cavity on which
current waves can be caused to resonate. These current waves may be generated by incident
free-space radiation when the antenna operates as a radiation receiver. Or, other external
stimuli can excite current waves on the arms of the antenna to cause the antenna to act as a
radiation transmitter. Such stimuli include an applied voltage in the antenna circuit or
thermal excitement. With these stimuli, the antenna would emit radiation of a wavelength
characteristic to its geometry.

Antenna geometry determines the antenna’s resonant

wavelength and polarization response, as well as the bandwidth and overall shape of its
spectral response. The electro-optical properties of surrounding media also influence these
resonant properties of the antenna, and they do so by effectively scaling the antenna
dimensions. These effects are discussed in detail in succeeding sections, particularly in
section 3.3.2.1.

Antennas that respond over a relatively broad bandwidth, which is typically defined as the
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the frequency range of operation, are generally
referred to as frequency-independent antennas. These include geometries such as bowtie,
log-periodic, spiral antennas and fractal bowtie patch antenna [48]. An example of the logperiodic antenna geometry is presented in Figure 3.8(b). In this configuration, the antenna is
long enough in total circumference to respond at low frequencies and small enough, typically
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at the antenna feed, to resonate at high frequencies. Though broadband operation can be
advantageous in application, these types of geometries also influence the antenna
polarization response. In section 3.3.5, it is shown that this property of spiral antennas may
be exploited for application as an antenna array-based polarizer.

3.2.1.1 Antennas for detection of infrared radiation
Conceivably, an antenna can be used for all regions of the EM spectrum. One challenge of
transitioning from one region to the next is scale, since antenna dimensions necessarily scale
with wavelength of operation. Radio-frequency antennas are gigantic relative to MMW
antennas, and MMW antennas would be relatively enormous compared to optical antennas.
Sub-optical antennas would have to be constructed on the atomic scale. Antennas for
detection of IR radiation are at the cutting-edge of modern lithographic fabrication
capabilities.

Significant research has been accomplished to develop antenna-coupled IR-radiation
detectors, particularly at the Infrared Systems Laboratory of the University of Central Florida
(UCF) [45], [49]-[51]. This research has taken proven RF and MMW antenna designs and
scaled them for operation at IR frequencies via the challenging processes of micro- and
nanolithography. Particularly, planar antenna designs are explored, because these can be
readily fabricated on structural substrates that support small-scale production. In fact,
properties of these substrates are used to augment the antenna performance. Scanningelectron micrographs (SEMs) of such devices are shown in Figure 3.8, including some
frequency-independent and focal-plane array designs.

All devices shown here were

fabricated in the Infrared Systems Laboratory at UCF. Figure 3.8(a) is a dipole antenna from
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[51] and Figure 3.8(b) is a log-periodic antenna array that serves as a pixel in a focal-plane
array from [49]. A focal-plane array is the final functional form of an individual antennacoupled IR detector, acting as the received-radiation readout screen in an infrared vision
system. Figure 3.8(c) and Figure 3.8(d) show a dual-band slot/dipole antenna for MMW/IR
radiation reception, respectively. Figure 3.8(c) shows the entire device, where the IR antenna
and the detector are located at the center of the MMW bowtie antenna, but are not clearly
visible in this wide-angle SEM. Figure 3.8(d) magnifies the central region of the MMW
antenna, revealing the IR dipole antenna and MOM diode detector.

Figure 3.8 – Scanning-electron micrographs of planar, lithographically-fabricated infrared
antennas.
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These antennas are designed to operate as radiation receivers. Each device is configured in a
circuit with a sensing element located on the antenna arms. The sensor is positioned at the
location where the generated current waves are of greatest magnitude, so that a large portion
of the collected radiation is coupled to the sensing element. Incident radiation is converted
to current waves by the antenna, which causes an electrical change in the sensor material.
The sensor is connected to a circuit and is actively voltage-biased so that the collected
radiation signal can be read as a voltage change at the level of the bias voltage.

Typical sensing materials that are commonly used in IR and MMW antenna research include
thermal sensors [52] and rectifying contacts [53]. Even visible radiation has been detected
via MOM diode [54]. Antenna-coupled bolometers [55]-[57] and antenna-coupled Schottky
diodes [58] have been used for detection in the MMW regime. Antenna-coupled bolometers
[59]-[60] and antenna-coupled metal-oxide metal (MOM) diodes [61]-[63] have been used for
detection from the MMW to the visible.

Antenna-coupled IR detectors are of particular interest for a variety of reasons. The size of
the sensor is much smaller than the wavelength of operation, on the order of λ/20 or ~500
nm on a side. Such small detectors are expected to have a rapid response due to their small
size, especially compared to conventional bulk bolometer IR detectors, which can be tens of
micrometers on a side. Another advantage is the inherent polarization selectivity of antennabased detectors. Because antenna geometry dictates the preferential polarization orientation
of detector sensitivity, expensive and bulky optics are not required to detect specific
polarization orientations of incident radiation. Furthermore, because these detectors are
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based on resonant antennas, dual-band antenna-coupled configurations are possible. A
single diode detector has been demonstrated that can be addressed by either of two nested
antennas operating independently, each in its own wavelength band [45]. An example of
such a device is shown in Figure 3.8(c) and (d). A final advantage for these detectors is that
they can operate in an uncooled environment at atmospheric pressure. The drawback is that
these antennas are not yet fully developed to compete with commercial IR detectors in terms
of their sensitivity. Though they boast many merits over conventional technology, many
materials issues need to be explored before they will be practicable alternatives.

3.2.1.2 Fabrication processes necessary to scale antennas to operate at infrared frequencies
Antennas for operation in the RF spectral region are fabricated from drawn wire or
composite metallic structures. As the wavelength of operation decreases to the MMW
regime and the demand for smaller, integrated antennas increases, more complex fabrication
processes are required.
communications.

Applications of such antennas include cellular telephone

Processes for fabrication are primarily based in the technology of

photolithography. They include photoetching of conducting sheets [16], vapor deposition
onto photoresist [14], or even laser milling of metal circuits.

Antennas may be further scaled to infrared and visible frequencies via micro- and
nanolithography.

This technology includes EBL, myriad wet chemical processes, and

various material deposition and removal systems, including PVD, chemical vapor deposition
(CVD), and reactive-ion etching (RIE) systems. Section 2.2 covers common processing
lithographic techniques used to fabricate infrared antennas.
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3.2.1.3 Infrared antenna-coupled detector characterization techniques
Various measurement systems have been used to characterize antennas in the IR and MMW.
These systems include laser-based and blackbody-based measurement stations for IR
detector characterization, vector network analyzers (VNAs) for MMW spectral
measurement, and spectral signature determination via infrared spectrometers and
radiometers, as discussed in section 2.3.

A laser-based test station specifically designed for IR antenna-coupled detector
characterization is shown in Figure 3.9. This test setup is based on a carbon dioxide (CO2)
laser and is capable of testing devices at discrete laser lines between 9.2 to 11.2 µm. Because
the antennas have a characteristic polarization response, polarization-conditioning optics are
included to control the state of laser polarization incident on the device under test (DUT).
A visible helium-neon laser, lasing at 632.8 nm, is used for alignment of the small devices to
the laser spot. The test setup is available in two optical configurations, F/1 and F/8. These
optical systems give a laser spot size of 26 and 207 µm, respectively, at a wavelength of 10.6
µm, the strongest CO2 laser line. The low f-number optical system is used to study the
spatial response of the detectors when the device is mounted on a three-axis linear stage
system, capable of 1 µm resolution. The high f-number optical system is used to study the
antenna-coupled devices when they are mounted on a five-axis goniometer system. This
system is capable of rotating the antenna to change the laser incidence in the azimuth and
elevation, so that the angular response of the DUT may be attained.
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Figure 3.9 – A carbon-dioxide laser-based infrared antenna-coupled detector characterization
system.
An important feature of any test setup is to validate the stability of the signal used for
measurement, and thus the fidelity of the detected signal. This is done by incorporating a
reference detector to measure the laser output power simultaneously with the detected
signal. Advanced post-processing filters have been applied [64]-[65] to discern various
sources of noise and signal fluctuation from the desired signal of the measured data. These
have been applied to attain more reliable data during characterization.
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3.3

Frequency-Selective Surfaces in the Infrared (IR FSS)

Historically, published frequency-selective surface (FSS) applications have primarily focused
on reflection- or transmission-based filters. Such surfaces can be configured to function as
low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, band-stop or dichroic filters [12], [15], [66]-[70], depending
on the geometry of their antenna elements. FSSs can even be used as narrowband sources
[15], [71]-[74] by virtue of Kirchhoff’s Law, based on their frequency-selective emission.
Other applications include FSS use as a gaseous pollutant sensing element [75]-[76], as a
reflecting element in an infrared laser cavity [77], and as an enhanced absorber for
photovoltaic solar-cell applications [78].

For example, consider Figure 3.10. A narrow band of incident radiation is reflected by an
array of conducting elements comprising an FSS, and out-of-band radiation transmits
through this array. The converse is true for the complementary surface comprised of an
aperture array in a conducting sheet; only a narrow band is passed by the array. Of course,
these idealized scenarios assume negligible loss due to absorption. The figure illustrates
Babinet’s principle [6], [7]. The reflectance spectrum of the conducting-element FSS will
equal one minus the transmittance spectrum of the aperture-element FSS in this idealized
example.

Conducting-element FSS designs are discussed in this section and aperture-

element FSS designs are discussed in section 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.10 – Examples of complementary frequency-selective surfaces as band-stop (left)
and band-pass (right) filters.
If the loop elements of the array are filled with metal, the FSS acts as a low-pass filter [8],
and if the gaps between the loops were closed, a high-pass filter would be composed. The
latter type of FSS is the principle on which the most ubiquitous FSS is based. This type of
FSS can be found in the window of conventional microwave ovens. It selectively reflects
microwave radiation to contain it in the oven, allowing the higher-frequency visible radiation
to escape to the viewer’s eyes.

The spectral regions of principal interest for this work are the mid-wavelength infrared
(MWIR), which extends from 3 to 5 µm, and the long-wavelength infrared (LWIR), which
covers from 8 to 12 µm. An application studied here is the suppression of the relative FSS
emission of the FSS in these spectral regions. Therefore, the initial design centers its
resonance in emission between the two IR bands, at approximately 6.5 µm.
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The loop or slot element shapes are nominally one wavelength in circumference, taking into
account that the effective length of the elements is scaled by the optical properties of the
surrounding media, as is detailed in the subsequent subsection.

The linewidth of the

elements is adjusted to the smallest value that is conveniently and efficiently reproducible by
the EBL processing, which is 200 nm, given the existing capabilities of the EBL technology.
In this baseline design, the inter-element gaps are adjusted to pack the elements closely, but
without potential overlap during processing. This deters the onset of grating lobes in the
spectral response and allows for a more stable angular signal in emission [6].

3.3.1

Periodic antenna array theoretical development

Antennas discussed in section 3.2 are active antennas in that they are voltage-biased in order
to receive radiation. The following discussion will detail a periodic array of passive antennas,
or frequency-selective surfaces.

These arrayed antennas follow the same fundamental

antenna principles that are discussed in the previous section, but the passive arrays are not
designed to transform radiation signals into a specific circuit. Rather, they are designed to
alter the spectral content of the radiation received or emitted by the surface on which they
are disposed. In this work, all of the antenna elements of an FSS are assumed to be
identical.

The principle of operation of a periodic antenna array is explained here by the mutual
impedance approach and the plane-wave expansion technique. Rigorous explanation of FSS
theory relies on the extensive derivations detailed in [6] and [79] to combine these two
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techniques. Because new information is not added to these derivations within the scope of
this research, the details of these derivations are largely omitted. However, the development
of equations to determine the radiometric properties of a surface is paraphrased in this
section. These theoretical techniques create the foundation of the PMM analysis procedure
that is used to simulate and analyze a periodic array, as discussed in section 2.1.2. In this
mathematical method, the antenna array is modeled as a single reference element that is
periodically repeated at a fixed spacing. This theoretical development is based on that same
approach.

For the theoretical explanations herein, conducting dipole arrays are considered. These
methods can be expanded to discuss apertures in a conducting layer by duality; impedances,
electric fields and electric currents associated with a conducting element array are replaced
with admittances, magnetic fields and magnetic currents in the case of an aperture array.
This is also covered in detail in [6] and [21].

3.3.1.1 The mutual impedance approach
The mutual impedance approach is an element-to-element approach necessary to calculate
the mutual impedance between elements and their neighboring elements in an array. The
mutual impedance between the reference element and, say, the element in the mth row and

nth column of the array, Zm,n, is used in Ohm’s law with the induced voltage (to be
determined by the plane-wave expansion technique) to calculate the total array current. That
is, the currents on the antenna elements of the periodic array.
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Consider two adjacent, but physically separated antennas A and B. A current flowing in
antenna element A (IA) will produce a field at antenna B, which generates a voltage given by:

V A ,B = Z A ,B ⋅ I A

(3.4)

ZA,B is the mutual impedance between the elements. However, this is just the effect of the
current in antenna A on antenna B. If antenna B has a voltage, VB, generated at its terminals
and is attached to a load, ZLB, Ohm’s law states:

V B − V A , B = ( Z B + Z LB ) ⋅ I B

(3.5)

Rewriting and substituting Equation (3.4),

V B = ( Z B + Z LB ) ⋅ I B + Z A , B ⋅ I A

(3.6)

If antennas are located in an array of N antennas, rather than simply a pair, then the voltage
on reference antenna 0, for example, would be written.

N

V 0 = ( Z 0 + Z L 0 ) ⋅ I 0 + ∑ Z 0 ,q ⋅ I q
q =1

Written in the more general matrix form, Equation (3.7) is
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(3.7)
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⎥
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(3.8)

Thus, mutual impedances among antennas of an array are represented.

3.3.1.2 Combining mutual impedance and plane-wave expansion approaches
Since planar surface arrays of passive antennas are considered, it is straightforward to
visualize that the current generated on the antennas can be due to plane-wave excitation.
(Other forms of passive antenna excitation are surely feasible, but the theory is most easily
explained by considering plane-wave excitation.) The well-known Floquet’s theorem states
that a plane wave will induce current on the elements of a periodic array as follows [6].

I mn = I 0 , 0 e

−j

(

2π
⋅ m⋅D x ⋅s x + n⋅D y ⋅s y
λ

)

(3.9)

In which m and n are the row and column indices of the array (m = n = 0 corresponds to
the reference element of the array), Dx,y are the periodic inter-element spacing in the
transverse directions, sx,y are the direction cosines of the transverse components of the
incident plane wave and λ is the wavelength of the current-exciting radiation. All load
impedances may be combined into a single compound term, ZL, because all elements are
identical and therefore have identical loads. Also, the subsequent expression expands the
array to two dimensions to make it more similar to a practical FSS. Infinite sums are taken,
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i.e., summation over a two-dimensional infinite array of antenna elements. For reference
element 0, Equation (3.8) then becomes

2π
∞
∞
⎡
− j ⋅( m⋅D x ⋅s x + n⋅D y ⋅s y ) ⎤
⎥ ⋅ I 0 ,0
V 0 = ⎢ Z L + ∑ ∑ Z 0 ,mn ⋅ e λ
⎢⎣
⎥⎦
m = −∞ n = −∞

(3.10)

The current on reference element 0, I0,0, can now be determined. However, as clearly stated
in [6], the sums in Equation (3.10) converge very slowly, even after they are expanded to the
more easily-evaluated infinite series (as opposed to the finite (and, granted, more realistic)
series of Equation (3.8)).

Therefore, tedious alternative methods are required for

computation of the element currents and, eventually, the FSS spectral signature. Rigorous
derivation of the theory of FSS performance is outside the scope of this research, but some
results of these derivations from [6] and [79] are succinctly presented for completeness and
because they are employed in the PMM simulations of all FSS designs presented within. The
mathematical development that is presented herein is a straightforward and intuitive
approach to basic comprehension of the FSS phenomenon.

3.3.1.3 Determining the antenna array spectral properties
To determine FSS spectral performance, the induced-voltage relation of Equation (3.10)
ultimately needs to be transformed into a radiated (reflected, transmitted, etc.) field equation.
Then, this radiated field is compared to the incident field so that the amplitude reflection
and transmission coefficients may be calculated and FSS reflectance and transmittance may
be determined. In Equation (3.10), the current on the reference element is the variable to be
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determined and the mutual impedances of each element with the reference element are
calculated from the array geometry.

To derive the amplitude reflection or transmission coefficient, the fields associated with
reflection (also termed “backward scattering” [21]) from or transmission (“forward
scattering”) through the surface must be obtained. A more complex derivation of the planewave expansion technique is based on the spectral expansion of the periodic structures and
begins with the determination of the vector potential on the antenna elements of the array in
[6] and [79]. This is in agreement with conventional methods of antenna array analysis [29].
These vector potentials will then be summed element by element to determine the net vector
potential of the array. From this, the total field radiated from the array (array 1 in this
example) can be written:

E (R 1 ) = I (R 1 )

Zm
2Dx D y

∞

∞

∑ ∑

−j

e

⎛
2π ⎡ ⎛
λ ⎞
λ
R •⎢ xˆ⋅⎜ s x + k
⎟ + yˆ ⋅⎜⎜ s y +l
⎝
⎠
D
D
λ
⎝
x
y
⎣⎢

sz

k = −∞ l = −∞

⎞
⎤
⎟⎟ + zˆ⋅s z ⎥
⎠
⎦⎥

(e ± P 1 )⋅ Tm
(3.11)

The variables k and l represent plane-wave spectrum indices or grating-lobe indices, Zm is
the impedance of the medium, Tm is the transformation function due to the presence of
surrounding media that are not free-space, and the direction cosine of the propagating
radiated field, sz is given by:
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λ ⎞
⎛
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λ ⎞
⎟
−⎜sy +l
Dy ⎠
⎝

2

(3.12)

The normalized pattern function, P1, of the elements of array 1, is given by the integral of
the current distribution on each element over its length; this is also a conventional antenna
analysis technique [29]. The problem of finding the current distribution on each element is
explained in section 2.1.2 regarding the PMM. The field vector for the array elements is
given by e ± ; this is the vector for the radiated electric field, if the array is planar. In
Equation (3.11), the exponential term represents a plane wave, the direction of which (after
re-radiation by (or scattering from) the array) is determined by the indices k and l. Thus,
Equation (3.11) states that the field from an antenna array is composed of an infinite
number of plane waves.

This is, in fact, a spectral expansion of plane waves.

The

propagation directions of these plane waves are determined by the parameters of Equation
(3.12), namely, the array element spacing, as well as the incident direction and wavelength of
radiation.

Reference element 0 is oriented by vector p̂ 0 , the pattern of which is given by P0t, which
describes the far-field pattern of reference element 0, just as Pt described the pattern of the
array elements. The induced voltages on reference element 0 due to this field from array 1
can then be written as:

V 0 , 1 = E ( R 1 ) • pˆ 0 P 0 t

(3.13)
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When Equation (3.11) is substituted in this expression it becomes:

V 0 ,1 = I ( R 1 )

∞
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(3.14)

If this equation is divided by the current I ( R 1 ) , the mutual impedance between an array
element and reference element 0, Z0,1 is determined.

This is obviously a much more

complex expression for the induced voltage on the reference element than that of Equation
(3.10), however, this is a function of the geometry and plane-wave spectrum, not a function
of unknown currents necessary to calculate Z0,mn [32].

For the purposes of illustration here, as in [6], only the representation for specular
reflectance3 is shown. Transmittance can be derived from the principles of conservation of
energy, as in Equation (1.1), assuming the ideal case of negligible absorption without re-

3

Equations (3.11) and (3.12) are all that is necessary to derive the amplitude reflection or transmission

coefficient, and thus the reflectance or transmittance of the surface, but the development is taken here one step
further to show a more easily-interpreted and readily-computed expression for the induced voltage and mutual
impedance of the array elements.
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radiation by the array antenna elements. It is impractical to derive a closed form for the
reflection coefficient because most useful expressions are circuit-analog expressions that are
dependent on the geometry of the array, its antenna elements, and the measurement
conditions. However, the specific case of specular reflection in the principal planes is shown
here for completeness.

When radiation is reflected in the specular direction, no grating lobes are present if the
interelement spacings Dx,y are small compared to the wavelength (which is always the case
for the arrays investigated in this research), so that k = l = 0. The radiated field is then
written:

⎛ − j 2 π R •[ xˆ⋅s x + yˆ ⋅s y + zˆ⋅s z ] ⎞
⎟
Zm ⎜ e λ
1
E (R 1 ) = I (R 1 )
⎜
⎟ e ± P ⋅ Tm
2Dx D y ⎜
sz
⎟
⎝
⎠

(

)

(3.15)

The first term of this equation is the array current, which may be written as a Thévenin
equivalent circuit with ZA as the self-impedance of the array, ZL as the load impedance of the
array, and Vi as the induced voltage by plane-wave excitation [6].

I (R 1 ) =

Vi

(3.16)

ZA +ZL

Using Equation (3.13) and recognizing that the term in parenthesis has the same form as the
incident plane wave, the reradiated field of Equation (3.15) may be compared to the incident
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field to determine the reflection coefficient for the array. In the principal planes, for
specular reflection, Equation 4.79 of [6] gives:

rs , p = −

RA

(3.17)

ZA +ZL

Granted, many assumptions have been made when deriving this specific form for the
amplitude reflection coefficient, but it represents an important orientation of the incident
radiation in a situation without grating lobes (Dx,y less than λ). Its analysis leads to a direct
modification of the antenna array geometry and electrical properties. For instance, this gives
evidence to the fact that the antenna element spacing parameters (Dx,y) may be kept small to
prevent the onset of grating lobes by changing the loading parameter ZL.
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3.3.2

IR FSS development based on conducting elements: the circuit–analog absorber

The primary IR FSS studied in this research is a square-loop circuit-analog absorber. A
resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circuit analog, in particular, is made to this FSS design
because of the element structure and the substrate strata. Figure 3.11 shows a schematic of
the designed square-loop FSS and its RLC circuit analog along one dimension. The circuit
analog is made as follows: the metal loops give inductance to the FSS as incident or
thermally-excited radiation excites current. Both the 200 nm gaps between the metallic
loops and the 1 µm gaps within the loops (to a lesser degree) compose capacitors with a
dielectric (air) gap. A resistance is present because this FSS is composed of lossy metallic
elements on a dielectric substrate [31].

Thus, an analog RLC circuit network can be

envisioned for this geometry.

Figure 3.11 – Square FSS element and its RLC circuit analog.
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Though other geometries with different array distributions are also explored in this work, the
square-element configuration is rigorously studied due to its symmetry. This symmetry eases
fabrication tolerances because straight, orthogonal lines reproduce via EBL with higher
fidelity than curved or slanted lines. This is due to the fact that the EBL relies on fracturing
the elements to be written into trapezoidal shapes with edges along the EBL system’s stage
axes; rectangular shapes require fewer trapezoids to be accurately reproduced than curved or
slanted shapes. Straight lines also allow the elements to be tightly packed. Square FSS
elements are also relatively insensitive to the polarization state of incident or emitted
radiation due to the square symmetry. When the FSS emits, it is expected to radiate with
polarization components along both transverse dimensions of the metallic loop, radiating in
neither state preferentially.

It is therefore evident that care is taken in selecting the FSS element structures. However,
attentive choice of the element material and substrate materials is equally important and also
contribute to the circuit analog. The electro-optical characteristics of the FSS elements and
surrounding media have the effect of shaping and stabilizing the spectral curves with respect
to incidence or emission angle. Effects of surrounding media are directly addressed in the
following subsection.

3.3.2.1 Surrounding media: purposes and influences
The composite IR FSSs generally consist of the following strata: a silicon wafer, a gold
groundplane, an amorphous silicon standoff layer and a periodically-patterned surface of
metallic square loops or slots in a conducting sheet, which is the antenna array itself. The
silicon wafer is purely used as a rigid, stable structure. Any common lithography substrate is
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practical for this foundation. The groundplane renders the base substrate electrically and
optically irrelevant because radiation will not pass this optically thick groundplane; infrared
radiation is significantly attenuated in gold films that are as thin as 50nm [47]. This layer not
only can be viewed as an electrical groundplane in the circuit analog, but as a mirror that will
reflect infrared radiation.

The amorphous silicon layer primarily serves as electrical isolation between the FSS array
and this groundplane. The presence of a dielectric substrate detunes the anticipated antenna
length for resonance relative to a free-space antenna array design.

However, antenna

element dimensions may be adjusted to accommodate. For the conducting-element array,
the thickness of the standoff layer itself is tuned to approximately one-quarter wave at the
design wavelength of resonance at 6.5 µm. That is,

d=

λ
4⋅n

(3.18)

Typically, n = 3.42, the baseline refractive index of the a-Si layer. In application, this a-Si
layer acts as an optical resonant cavity to enhance the spectral modulation of the conductingelement FSS. In the circuit-analog theory, this layer can be considered a quarter-wave
transmission line. A cross-section of the fabricated FSS and its circuit analog is shown in
Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 – A cross-section of the composite FSS and its circuit analog.
Amorphous silicon is chosen as the standoff material for a variety of reasons. It is a
convenient material to process because silicon-based processes are well-established.
Optically, it has low absorption and is a spectrally-flat material, showing few absorption
peaks at a relatively low level across the IR region of interest. Electrically, it isolates the FSS
from its groundplane. Of course, many other dielectric materials are candidates for this
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standoff layer and in fact would likely improve performance. They include, but are not
limited to high-resistivity polycrystalline silicon, zinc selenide, calcium fluoride, zirconium
dioxide, gallium arsenide, cadmium selenide, germanium, and thallium bromoiodide (KRS-5,
particularly for high bandwidth application). None of these materials were used in the
designs presented in this research because their thin-film deposition processes was not as
available or as thoroughly characterized as that of a-Si.

The superstrate of the IR FSS designs is typically air, but it is important to note that the IR
FSS may be coated with any appropriate material (from the list above) to further influence
IR FSS performance. A design was studied that used silicon dioxide as an overcoat, and the
interesting, albeit potentially deleterious results are discussed in section 3.3.2.5.

The electrical properties of the FSS strata are evidently critically important; particularly the
electrical properties of the FSS metal itself. For the conductive loop design, it is desirable to
use a high-resistivity metal. The procedure used to determine the appropriate metal was
discussed in section 2.2.1.2.

3.3.2.2 Static-resonance square-loop IR FSS fabrication
The foundation of the square-loop IR FSS is an inexpensive, 375 µm-thick silicon wafer.
The wafer may be single-side polished and have low-resistivity because its properties are not
used in the IR FSS design—it is merely a structural substrate. A silicon wafer has sufficient
mechanical stability and durability to survive fabrication, testing and final application. The
wafer is preferably grown with a [100]-oriented crystalline lattice to aid efficient scribing of
the wafer into small segments containing individual arrays.
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The substrate layers consist of the following films. First, a 15 nm chromium film is
deposited via electron-beam evaporation onto the bare, clean silicon wafer.

Without

interrupting vacuum, a 150 nm gold groundplane is then thermally evaporated. The thin
chromium film acts as an adhesion layer for this gold groundplane. Immediately following
groundplane deposition, an amorphous silicon standoff layer is added via RF diode
sputtering. The cross-section shown in Figure 3.13 lays out the strata of the conductingelement IR FSS. Vacuum is necessarily broken to move the substrate from the evaporator
to the sputtering system, but this is not a problem because the noble gold metal will not
oxidize in air, so it is safe to assume that the gold groundplane will be in direct contact with
the a-Si standoff layer.

The thickness of this a-Si layer is instrumental to the FSS

performance, as is detailed in the following section.

Figure 3.13 – Strata of the conducting-element IR FSS.
Both types of EBL systems have been used to fabricate this foundational type of IR FSS.
For the initial square-loop IR FSS devices, the modified JEOL SEM-based EBL system was
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used with the parameters discussed in section 2.2.4.

For this fabrication, the layered

substrate is cleaned with acetone, methanol, and isopropanol, and then prepared for EBL by
spin-coating a bilayer resist consisting of 200 nm of copolymer poly(methyl
methacrylate)/methacrylic acid (MMA(8.5)MAA), topped with 150 nm of 950k PMMA.
The first IR FSSs to result from this type of fabrication showed poor line quality. Figure
3.14 shows an SEM of a small portion of an array fabricated with this system.

Figure 3.14 – Initial square-loop IR FSS fabrication.
This array was written at a current of 600 pA and an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. The
write took approximately five minutes for this miniscule sixteen-element section of IR FSS
area (~40 µm²).

After development, nickel metal was deposited via electron-beam

evaporation and the substrate was soaked in methylene chloride for more than three hours
to remove the resist and excess metal. Clearly, the lines produced by this SEM-based EBL
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system are of questionable quality. Also, it is evident by the remaining patch of metal that
the lift-off process is incomplete and required further refinement. Furthermore, it was
calculated that an IR FSS area that is large enough to measure would take several hours to
fabricate. In fact, during the first and only time this SEM-based EBL system was tasked to
write a large enough array to test, it took over two days of continuous writing to finish the
array. When it was finished, the stitching between write fields was unsatisfactory, as is
evident in Figure 3.15. The size of each write field is 80 µm, and it is evident from the
rotated fields that the direction of the electron-beam deflection is rotated with respect to the
stage translation. Also, it is evident that the writing beam current changes across the pattern,
from field to field. In fact, the electron-beam current tapered off by more than 30% through
the duration of this write.

Figure 3.15 – Poor stitching of 80 µm write fields by the stage of the JEOL SEM-based EBL
system.
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Though lithographic fabrication techniques on this SEM-based EBL system have
substantially improved since the time of this preliminary work, it was decided to pursue
future fabrications on a dedicated EBL system, primarily because a faster system is certainly
necessary to efficiently compose an IR FSS with an area that is large enough to image with a
camera system.

The typical EBL parameters outlined in section 2.2.4 are used in what are now wellestablished fabrication processes; EBL is performed with a Leica EBL tool in a single layer
of A4 950k PMMA electron-resist with a 10 nA current, 50 kV acceleration voltage at a dose
of 550 µC/cm². The 200 nm critical dimension of the IR FSS is well within the resolution of
these EBL systems, and the computer-stabilized electron current produces a uniform pattern
across the field.

To fill the minimum sample field requirement of the optical

characterization systems, the FSS must extend to cover a one-millimeter square, at
minimum. This is accomplished by stitching 500 µm square write fields in a two by two (or
larger) array. Stitching errors between write fields were not obvious by SEM inspection, so
their effect on FSS functionality is not quantified. The total write time for each stitched field
of the array is nominally five minutes. Therefore, this system can write a measurable array in
less than twenty minutes. Even larger arrays are typically written (e.g., to cover 3 mm
squares) to ease alignment during the measurements. The largest area fabricated to date
covers a square that is 40 mm on a side and is populated with nearly 109 IR antennas.

After exposure, the resist is developed for 60 s in a 25% MIBK solution in isopropanol.
Now, a the IR FSS features are written in the resist—it is a mask into which the metal of the
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IR FSS antenna elements may be deposited. Excess metal that deposits atop the unexposed
resist will be washed away with a chemical lift-off procedure. For the IR FSS metal, various
deposition techniques of different metals are characterized. Different metals are studied
because the resistivity of the metallic FSS layer is a critical parameter – a lossy metal assists in
shaping the FSS absorption spectrum, as previously noted. It was determined that metals
would be deposited via evaporation to ease the lift-off procedure—sputtered films tend
towards isotropic growth, while the growth of films via evaporation is highly directional.
Various transition metals are used in this study, including nickel, manganese, titanium and
chromium. Manganese was chosen due to its expressly higher resistivity (i.e., loss) and
because it is easy to deposit and lift off. Manganese was thermally evaporated from 3 mm
bulk Mn granules in an aluminum oxide boat. The current used for the Mn deposition
corresponds to a power setting of 5.5 on the BOC Edwards evaporation system control dial
and a deposition rate between 0.1 and 0.2 nm/s.

Following deposition, the substrate was allowed to cool to approximately 30°C. Next, the
features were lifted off by soaking the substrate in a methylene chloride bath that was
ultrasonically agitated to improve complete stripping of the excess metal and resist. The FSS
is cleaned with solvents and dried with dry nitrogen before spectral characterization. A flow
chart of the entire square-loop IR FSS fabrication process is shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16 – Fabrication process for square-loop IR FSS.
The upper portion of Figure 3.17 shows an SEM of a small area of the functional squareloop IR FSS; the fine loop line width of 200 nm is clearly shown in the lower SEM.
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Figure 3.17 – SEMs of a few antennas of the functional square-loop IR FSS.
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3.3.2.3 Measured spectra for square-loop element IR FSS design
A measurement of IR FSS spectral radiance, LFSS, is used to elicit the surface signature.
Without the FSS structure, most common surfaces have a graybody-like spectral signature in
emission. The FSS phenomenon allows energy of this graybody-like spectrum to be shifted
out of peripheral spectral bands and in to the resonant band of the FSS, thus contouring the
surface signature in emission. Figure 3.18 compares the measured spectral radiance of an IR
FSS to the spectral radiance of a blackbody, as measured via spectral radiometry. This
surface is hereafter referred to as IR FSS A. It is designed and fabricated to the dimensions
and specifications described above. The IR FSS and the blackbody were body studied at the
same elevated temperature of 200°C [19].

Figure 3.18 – The measured surface signature of square-loop IR FSS A compared to a
blackbody at 200°C.
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Evident from these spectra is the fact that energy is emitted strongly over certain bands and
relatively weakly in neighboring regions. This is an excellent indication that incorporation of
an IR FSS has altered the surface signature. A plot of the IR FSS spectral emissivity is
derived from these data to most directly illustrate the FSS phenomenon. Emissivity plots are
calculated by taking the ratio of measured radiance data to blackbody radiance, as in
Equation (1.4). The emissivity spectrum is shown in Figure 3.19 for IR FSS A.

Figure 3.19 – Square-loop IR FSS A emissivity spectrum, as derived from measured data.
This plot clearly shows resonant spectral behavior with over 85% modulation of the
emission spectrum between in-band and out-of-band emission. The resonance is centered at
6.5 µm. The slope of the emission at higher wavelengths is less abrupt than at shorter
wavelengths because these surfaces have frequency-periodic behavior, so that data on the
long wavelength side are elongated—this is merely an artifact of data representation.
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3.3.2.4 Substrate affects on IR FSS performance
Electro-optical properties of the media surrounding IR FSSs profoundly affect their
performance, as discussed in section 3.3.2.1. To demonstrate the influence of surrounding
media on the FSS resonant wavelength and the spectral bandwidth of the resonant curve,
two studies of IR FSS substrate and superstrate structure changes are investigated. In the
first study, the thickness of the a-Si standoff layer is altered. In the second study, a silicon
dioxide (SiO2) superstrate is included and measured. The latter study is covered in the
subsequent subsection.

Two subtly different IR FSSs are composed to illustrate the affect of the a-Si FSS-togroundplane standoff layer thickness on the resonant surface signature. IR FSS A has a
standoff layer thickness of 475 nm and resonates in emission at a wavelength of 6.5 µm, as
shown in Figure 3.19. IR FSS B has standoff thickness of 540 nm and resonates at 7.36 µm.
The radiance spectra of these surfaces are compared in Figure 3.20, and emissivity spectra
are compared in Figure 3.21 [19].
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Figure 3.20 – Radiance comparison of IR FSS A to IR FSS B, two IR FSSs with different
FSS-to-groundplane standoff layer separations.

Figure 3.21 – Emissivity comparison of IR FSS A to IR FSS B.
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Both surfaces give excellent emission contrast between the 3 to 5 µm band and the 5 to 8
µm band, and reasonable contrast when comparing the 8 to 12 µm band to the 5 to 8 µm
band. Maximum contrast is nearly 90% between emission measurements near 4 µm and at
resonance. Also, note that the shape of the emission spectrum is comparable for both
surfaces. This is likely because the FSS antenna structures, distributions and compositions
are identical. IR FSS B does have a slightly more abrupt slope towards long wavelengths.
This could indicate that for this IR FSS, the optical thin-film effect that helps to shape the
IR FSS signature is well-tuned to the antenna-element effect that helps to shape the
signature. Slightly varying the antenna geometry (perhaps by making the loop elements of
slightly shorter circumference, in this case) may cause IR FSS A to have a narrower
emissivity bandwidth.

3.3.2.5 Superstrate affects on IR FSS performance
One way to affect the shape of the IR FSS signature is to incorporate a superstrate.
Particularly for the case of the IR FSSs studied here, it is desirable to influence the
bandwidth to more abruptly cut off the emissivity at longer wavelengths, causing the FSS to
behave as a more symmetric wavelength-based band-pass filter. In MMW applications of
FSS, it has been shown [6], [9] that the addition of a superstrate layer alters the bandwidth of
FSS spectral response and decreases sensitivity of the spectral response to operational angle.
Furthermore, successful application of a superstrate layer can allow for the addition of
cascaded FSS layers, which would further contour the spectral signature of the cascaded FSS
device. In an attempt to this end, IR FSS A is compared to itself after a thin overcoat is
applied.
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A 450 nm film of silicon dioxide is applied after IR FSS A is measured and cleaned. This
material is used primarily because it is a simple material to deposit via electron-beam
evaporation. This study involved the deposition of a 450 nm SiO2 superstrate layer atop IR
FSS A (which is hereafter referred to as IR FSS C). The thickness of this layer is one-quarter
wave at resonance; a circuit-analog to this layer is to more gradually impedance match the
composite FSS antenna array impedance to that of free space, since the impedance of an
SiO2 layer is between that of the FSS and free space. Spectral radiance measurements of IR
FSS C are compared to IR FSS A, as shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22 – Radiance comparison of IR FSS A to IR FSS C, the same IR FSS with and
without an SiO2 superstrate layer.
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It remains that IR FSS C has a resonance near 6.5 µm, but this primary resonance is reduced
in radiance level and is shifted to a longer wavelength. The shift can be estimated by the
following equation [6]:

λ ≅ λ 0 ⋅ ε effective

(3.19)

The resonant wavelength of the initial device (IR FSS A, in this case) is represented by λ0,
and λ is the location of the new resonant wavelength. The effective permittivity of the
surrounding media is represented by εeffective. This can be estimated by [79]:

ε effective ≅

ε superstrate + ε substrate

(3.20)

2

The difference between these designs is in the superstrate emissivities. The emissivity of air
is unity, while that of SiO2 is approximately 2.25, as determined from an ellipsometric model.
The a-Si substrate permittivity for both IR FSSs is equal to 12. Therefore, this relation gives
an effective emissivity of 6.5 for IR FSS A and an effective emissivity of 7.13 for IR FSS C.
Using Equation 3.19, the resonant wavelength with the SiO2 overcoat can be estimated to be
6.8 µm. This compares favorably to the new position of the resonant wavelength from
measurements, which is 7.1 µm.

Other interesting, though undesirable, features become manifest in the emissivity spectrum
of IR FSS C. A second resonance is evident near 9.5 µm; this resonance corresponds to
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material absorption of silicon dioxide [37]. This supposition is validated by modeling a thin,
free-standing SiO2 layer via the Essential Macleod, as shown in Figure 3.23. Silicon dioxide
has an obvious absorption peak near 9.5 µm.

Figure 3.23 – Reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance of a thin film of SiO2.
Due to this material absorption, a desirable FSS spectral signature is not achieved, although
the bandwidth is clearly affected. These studies support the potential to use a superstrate to
cascade FSSs, if a suitable standoff material can be found with a flat absorption spectrum
over this wavelength range. Amorphous silicon, zirconium dioxide or any of the various
infrared-transparent, low-absorptance materials noted in section 3.3.2.1 could be useful for
superstrate application. These measurements do show that there are many unpredictable
and potentially deleterious effects when including a new material, so careful characterization
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of the electro-optical properties of each material is necessary before inclusion in an IR FSS
design.

3.3.2.6 Infrared imagery of square-loop IR FSS
Images of the square-loop IR FSS were taken in the MWIR with reference to an emitting
object, a painted metal sheet. This object exhibits graybody emission. Figure 3.24 shows the
MWIR image. It is apparent from this image that the IR FSS, which appears in the 50 mm
circle in the center of the metal sheet, is not emitting significant energy relative to the
graybody painted metal sheet.

Figure 3.24 – MWIR image of a 50mm-area of a square-loop IR FSS that is encircled by a
painted metal sheet.
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3.3.2.7 Comparison of experiment to simulation for square-loop IR FSSs
To illustrate the validity of the PMM modeling software [21], Figure 3.25 compares the
results of PMM simulation to the experimental data for FSS A and in Figure 3.26 for IR FSS

B. Because the PMM software does not account for spectral variation of the optical
properties, IR FSS C was not modeled with fidelity. Reflectivity data output by the PMM
model may be compared to the measured emissivity data because all IR FSS of this research
are designed so that all radiation is emitted or reflected—the groundplane does not transmit
infrared radiation.

As such, unity minus the modeled reflectivity spectrum equals the

spectral emissivity of the IR FSS.

Figure 3.25 – Comparison of measured emissivity data to modeled unity-minus-reflectivity
data for IR FSS A.
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Figure 3.26 – Comparison of measured emissivity data to modeled unity-minus-reflectivity
data for IR FSS B.
Despite the fact that ideal materials like PEC were used in the model, deviations between the
simulation and experiment are favorably slight. These deviations stem from a variety of
factors, including shortcomings in the modeling software, such as the inability to implement
a spectral dielectric function for the FSS materials.

Also accountable are non-ideal

lithographic artifacts, such as rounded FSS element corners, curved or slanted FSS-element
sidewalls, or broken metallic loops that appear intermittently within the IR FSS.

In

particular, sharper square-loop antenna corners will alter their radiation properties. This is a
sure source of deviation because the fabricated antennas have rounded corners and the
modeled antennas have ideal right-angle corners.
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Alternative commercially-available FSS-modeling software packages, such as those discussed
in section 2.1.2.2, have not yet revealed any promising simulations of IR FSS performance.
Research is ongoing to improve the use of this software for IR FSS design and simulation.
This software would be attractive if the spectral properties of IR FSS materials could be
incorporated in the design. Perhaps, using this software, a more realistic, as-fabricated
antenna element could be modeled including rounded edges or sloped sidewalls, to improve
the validity of the simulation.
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3.3.3

IR FSS design based on aperture elements in a conducting sheet

To study a complementary design to the conducting-element array discussed in the
preceding section, an aperture-element FSS is fabricated and tested. The concept for the
design of this slot array is straightforward—the polarity of the conducting-element FSS is
exactly switched: metal replaced the gaps, and vice versa. The apertures are located in a
conducting sheet; and the apertures are the exact shape and dimension as the conductors in
the conducting-element FSS. The strata consist of a structural substrate, a groundplane, a
standoff layer and an FSS layer. The only alteration of this design is the material of the FSS
layer itself. Rather than depositing metallic antennas, slot antennas are etched into an upper
conductor layer. The metal layer hosting the apertures is composed of a thin gold film, the
most conductive metal that is readily-characterized for deposition—ideally, to achieve
maximum reflectance of out-of-band radiation, the metal into which the slots are etched is
highly conductive. In fact, the PMM code models an ideal slot host layer as a PEC material,
as will be discussed in section 3.3.3.5.

The complementary nature of this design to the square-loop design, based purely on the FSS
layer, would imply that the spectral signature would also be complementary, as given by
Babinet’s principle. For these zero transmissivity designs, by this principle, the reflectivity
spectrum of the conducting-element FSS should equal the absorptivity of the apertureelement FSS.

However, in the scope of this research, the desired spectral signature for the square-slot IR
FSS has the same shape as the square-loop IR FSS signature. Therefore, the resonant peak
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of the square-slot IR FSS has to be moved from its Babinet’s principle resonant wavelength
to coincide with that of the square-slot IR FSS. This shift could be accomplished by reshaping the IR FSS antennas or their layout, or by changing the surrounding media to recenter the resonant wavelength.

However, another way to accomplish this resonant-

wavelength shift is to include a thin phase-shifting layer into the surrounding media.
Granted, its inclusion causes this aperture-element IR FSS to be a non-ideal example of the
Babinet complement to the conducting-element IR FSS. Measurements show that indeed,
the inclusion of this layer causes the square-slot IR FSS signature to be comparable to that of
its supposed complement. In fact, this array has a more favorable signature than the
conducting-element array because of the long-wavelength performance of the aperture-array
surface signature. These results are shown and discussed in subsequent subsection 3.3.3.4.

3.3.3.1 Static-resonance square-slot IR FSS fabrication
Aperture-element IR FSSs are composed using essentially the same fabrication processes as
their square-loop counterparts.

In fact, even the EBL process is identical for both

conducting- and aperture-element fabrications. The only difference is that two additional
layers are included atop the amorphous silicon standoff layer and the slot elements are
etched into the top conducting sheet.

Thus, the complete strata layout consists of a

structural 375µm-thick silicon wafer, a 15 nm chromium phase-shifting layer, a 150 nm gold
groundplane, an amorphous silicon standoff layer, a 30 nm manganese adhesion layer, and a
70 nm gold film. Note that this additional phase-shifting layer is necessary to aid fabrication,
but it acts as an adhesion layer for the gold FSS-host layer. Figure 3.27 illustrates the strata
of the aperture-element IR FSS.
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Figure 3.27 – Strata of the aperture-element IR FSS.
Exposure and development of the IR FSS antenna array elements is performed using
identical conditions as for the square-loop IR FSS. Rather than depositing antenna metal
into the resist apertures formed by the EBL process, the patterned resist is used as an etch
mask. Into the upper conducting sheet, the IR FSS apertures are transferred by sputter
etching.

Sputter etching is performed as described in section 2.2.3.4. The etch process runs for a
total of 15 minutes, which is divided into five 3 minute intervals with a 6 minute cool-down
intervals between each etch. Gold has an etch rate that is approximately twice that of
PMMA, so a PMMA mask of twice the gold thickness sufficiently preserves the array
features. The IR FSS is then submerged in a methylene chloride bath and is ultrasonically
agitated until the remaining resist is removed. Acetone may be directed from a squirt bottle
onto the substrate during agitation to promote resist removal. The square-slot IR FSS is
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then removed from the bath, cleaned with isopropanol, and dried with dry nitrogen before it
is ready for characterization. A high-fidelity transfer is achieved; this is evident in Figure
3.28, an SEM of a few elements of the functional square-slot IR FSS.

The major differences in the quality of the square-slot elements, when compared to the
square-loop elements, are in the metal edges. Both elements have rounded corners, due to
non-ideal electron dose during EBL. This is likely due to the fact that a 10 nA beam is used
during the entire IR FSS-element exposure; a lower-current electron beam is more wellsuited to write the fine corner features, but changing the beam current during the write
would significantly increase the write-time. The square-loop elements are deposited via
thermal evaporation, which leads to straight sidewalls on the edges of the antennas, while the
square-slot elements are etched via sputter deposition, which often leads to slanted or
rounded sidewalls on the antenna edges because of undercutting of the resist and
redeposition of the etchant during the sputtering process. This is much more evident when
the ion-mill sputtering processes are used as outlined in section 3.3.3.2.
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Figure 3.28 – SEMs of a square-slot IR FSS, composed with a complementary FSS-layer
geometry to that of the square-loop IR FSS shown in Figure 3.17.
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A flow chart of the entire square-slot IR FSS fabrication process is shown in Figure 3.29.

Figure 3.29 – Fabrication process for square-slot IR FSS.
The unique micrographs of Figure 3.30 are included to show the features of the square-slot
IR FSS before and after sputter-etching. The upper portion of Figure 3.30 shows the slots
in the PMMA, with the unaltered gold substrate beneath. The lower portion of the figure
shows the slot array after the gold has been etched and the PMMA removed. Notice that
the electron-accelerating voltage used to image the PMMA is sufficiently low enough (890V)
to prevent the resist from significantly charging as the electron-beam scans and images the
field. This is a difficult image to attain, and requires a high-quality SEM with multiple
detectors. A secondary-electron image is superposed at 50% with the image from an InLens
detector to achieve the top SEM of this figure, using a Zeiss Supra 55VP SEM at Cornell
University Nanofabrication Facility.
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Figure 3.30 – SEMs of the IR FSS features in PMMA before sputter etching (upper) and in
gold after etching (lower).
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3.3.3.2 Aperture-element IR FSS fabrication processing problems
It is of interest to the IR FSS fabricator to point out other potential hurdles in the apertureelement fabrication processes, particularly in the metal-etch processes. The comments and
SEMs of this section are included as reference for future IR FSS fabrications.

In the sputter-etch procedure outlined above, it is crucial to allow time for the substrate to
cool in order to prevent damage to the PMMA. The high RF power (700 W) used during
the sputter etch process could deform or alter the chemical bonding of the PMMA to the
substrate. In fact, if the resist is damaged, it cannot be removed without damaging the
substrate strata. Figure 3.31 shows a square-slot IR FSS that shows damage of the PMMA.
Note the mottled texture of the supposedly metal features. This is damaged PMMA that is
now a permanent part of the IR FSS, ruining its designed performance.

Figure 3.31 – The sputter etch process damaged the PMMA of this square-slot IR FSS.
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It is also important to recognize exposure problems after an etch process has been
performed. It is difficult to attain an image of patterned resist, as shown in Figure 3.30.
Therefore, it is most common to analyze the quality of the EBL after sputter etching has
been performed.

Underexposure and underdevelopment are also critical problems to

recognize, but difficult to distinguish. Only a dose matrix, which is a graded array of EBL
exposures, will help to discern the two effects. Figure 3.32 shows two SEMs that illustrate
an IR FSS with resist that has been insufficiently exposed. Notice that in the upper SEM,
PMMA still exists in the slots of the array. This leads to the porous etching that is evident in
the lower SEM.
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Figure 3.32 – SEMs showing the effect of underexposed or underdeveloped resist for
square-slot IR FSS, in resist (upper), transferred to gold (lower).
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Overexposure and overdevelopment are also difficult to distinguish. Again, only a dose
matrix will help to discern the two effects. The square-slot IR FSS that appears in Figure
3.33 results if the electron resist is overexposed or overdeveloped.

Notice how the

overexposure bloomed out the pattern features to cut through the wire grid between the
slots of the array. The metal patches are also etched smaller. Incidentally, the resist is
damaged in this SEM.

Figure 3.33 – SEM of overexposed or overdeveloped slots for square-slot IR FSS.
Alternative etch processes were also explored, particularly the ion-beam milling procedure
discussed in section 2.2.3.5.

However, the ion-milled aperture-element arrays are

unsatisfactory due to poor sidewall definition. Ion-beam milling left triangular sidewalls, as
is evident in Figure 3.34. This is likely due to redeposition after the material was milled
away. It is common for an etched material to redeposit against a sidewall [41], particularly in
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ion-based systems such as that used here and focused-ion beam systems. The dark areas of
this figure represent the upper gold layer, while the brightest areas are slanted with respect to
normal incidence (this is a composite image from two SEM detectors). The wavy, triangular
sidewalls are sloped from the top of the gold, which was protected during the etch process
by PMMA, down to the bottom of the apertures. In fact, a small amount of unetched gold
remains in the apertures of this FSS.

Figure 3.34 – SEM of triangular sidewalls achieved via ion-beam milling of apertures for a
square-slot IR FSS.

3.3.3.3 Alternative aperture-element IR FSSs: design and fabrication
The operationally-robust square geometry of IR FSS elements is chosen for a number of
reasons discussed in section 3.3.2. However, it is interesting to study alternative designs and
antenna array layouts, particularly to study the possibility of their fabrication for IR
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application. Based on the FSS work of Munk, two designs are taken from his text [6] and
scaled from 10 GHz operation to 28 THz, in the LWIR. This is a factor of 2800 reduction
in element dimensions, so that challenges associated with fabrication of tightly-packed arrays
give enough reason for this exploration. The linewidths designed for these antennas are 63
nm for the 3-legged elements and 120 nm for the hexagon elements, substantially less than
that required for the square elements (200nm).

The loaded three-legged elements of section 2.3.2 of [6] are scaled to IR frequencies and
reproduced in an aperture-array configuration. An SEM of this IR FSS is shown in Figure
3.35.

Figure 3.35 – SEM of loaded three-legged aperture-element IR FSS.
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The hexagon elements of section 2.3.3 of [6] are scaled to IR frequencies and reproduced in
an aperture-array configuration. An SEM of this IR FSS is shown in Figure 3.36.

Figure 3.36 – SEM of hexagonal aperture-element IR FSS.
These IR FSSs are fabricated in a similar manner to square-slot IR FSSs. These arrays were
written with a calibrated dose of 700 µC/cm² at 100 kV in the Leica VB6 EBL system. The
ion-beam milling process discussed in the previous section was used to successfully etch
these arrays. Although undesirable sidewall features are still apparent, it is demonstrated that
fabrication of fine-linewidth, tightly-packed elements into an aperture array is indeed
possible. However, many more EBL segments are required to during fabrication of these
arrays, so their write times are appreciably longer relative to the square-element arrays.
These SEMs were taken from small dose matrices (covering <500 µm square areas); arrays
of these designs were not fabricated over a large enough area to measure.
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3.3.3.4 Static-resonance square-slot element IR FSS characterization
Two types of IR FSS have been fabricated in a square-grid layout, a square-loop element
array a square-slot array of identical FSS-element dimensions. The spectral signature of the
slot-element IR FSS is compared to the loop-element IR FSS in Figure 3.37. This plot
shows the IR FSS reflectivity spectra as measured via FTIR spectroscopy [20].

Figure 3.37 – As measured via FTIR spectroscopy, the reflectivity of the slot-element IR FSS
is compared to the loop-element IR FSS.
Since a negligible amount of radiation is transmitted by the FSS because of its optically thick
ground plane, all radiation must be reflected or absorbed by the array. This is verified by a
zero-value spectral transmissivity measurement by FTIR spectroscopy. Therefore, the IR
FSS reflectivity must equal the IR FSS emissivity. Figure 3.38 compares the emissivity
spectra for the IR FSSs.
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Figure 3.38 – Unity minus the reflectivity spectra of Figure 3.37 equals the emissivity of the
IR FSSs.
The spectral performance of the square-slot and square-loop IR FSSs is expected to be
complementary based on the duality of their FSS-layer element structure, as given by
Babinet’s principle. However, it was desirable to produce a square-slot IR FSS that has the
same surface signature as the square-loop IR FSS designed in section 3.3.2. Therefore, a
thin, lossy, phase-shifting layer was included beneath the IR FSS to alter the surface
signature. It is well-known [6] that a substrate or superstrate layer in contact with an FSS
will cause a shift in its resonant wavelength. The thin manganese film underneath the gold
slot FSS layer affects the FSS spectra by scaling the resonant frequency by the effective
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permittivity of the composite substrate, as described for the silicon dioxide superstrate study4
of section 3.3.2.5. Figure 1.9 of [6] is an excellent example of this effect. Therefore, it is an
intriguing coincidence of materials science and the electromagnetics of FSS performance that
allows fabrication of two different FSS types that demonstrate similar spectral performance.

Another interesting feature of the slot-element FSS is that it has a narrower resonant
bandwidth than the loop-elements of the complementary array. This is likely due to the
finite thickness of the metal elements [6], [80].

For the loop elements, the thickness

broadens the bandwidth of the resonance; loop thickness is ~λ/100, rather than < λ/1000
in the ideal case implied by Babinet's principle. For slot elements, the opposite is true—the
bandwidth of resonance is narrowed by a thicker FSS layer. For wavelength-based bandpass applications, the narrower band of the slot array is a desirable feature.

3.3.3.5 Comparison of experiment to simulation for square-slot IR FSSs
Simulation of the square-slot element IR FSS is difficult because the PMM code does not
allow for spectrally-varying optical properties of materials and because the PMM code not
handle lossy materials well [32]—simulation is extremely sensitive to the resistive properties
of the layers, i.e., the imaginary portion of the optical properties. Therefore, based on the
geometry and the properties of the square-slot IR FSS, the simulated data of Figure 3.39 is
the most reasonable model of the measured performance.

4

Because it is a thin layer, the equations of that section do not rigorously apply, since those equations are

approximations for infinitely thick half-spaces of media.
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Many assumptions are made for this simulation. The FSS layer and the groundplane layers
are necessarily PEC materials, as mandated by the PMM code. The imaginary part of the
dielectric permittivity of the lossy layer beneath the FSS is estimated.

Figure 3.39 – Comparison of measured reflectivity data to modeled reflectivity data for a
square-slot IR FSS.
Deviations between the model and simulation are significant. Clearly, simulation of this type
of IR FSS would be best accomplished on software that allows for spectrally-varying optical
constants, such as the commercial software discussed in section 2.1.2.2. Further studies of
simulation techniques will be challenging future work.
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3.3.4

Tunable-resonance IR FSS

The defining feature of an FSS signature is the spectral location of resonance. If this
resonant wavelength could be altered dynamically, unique alternative FSS applications are
possible. If an FSS had a dynamic resonance, the surface would effectively change color as a
control signal is changed, viz., a chameleon surface. This control signal could be as simple as
an applied voltage or a mechanical pressure.

To compose a tunable IR FSS, alteration of many FSS parameters is considered. The size,
shape or distribution of each antenna element could be altered.

The electro-optical

properties of the antenna array could be modified. The physical thickness or the electrooptical properties of the surrounding media could be customized.

Many changes are

conceivable, but only few may apply to an IR FSS because of their miniscule size.

For instance, when relatively few antenna elements are present in the FSS, which is the case
in the RF or MMW spectral region relative to the IR, the antennas of the FSS can be
individually addressed. This has been accomplished by attachment of a p-i-n [81] or varactor
diode [82], [83] to each antenna. Changing the resistance of the varactor diode will change
the antenna load and as a consequence, the composite FSS signature. However, the tightlypacked antenna layout of the IR FSS leads to many individual antennas within a very small
physical space. For IR application, in order to cover a measurable area, let alone an area that
is useable in practice, many elements are necessary. The largest fabricated square-loop IR
FSS covers a 40 mm square and is populated with nearly 109 IR antennas. This implies that
each antenna would have to have an individual voltage-controlled element attached to it.
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Granted, the antennas may be addressed in parallel, so that 109 connections are not
necessary, but the challenge of, e.g., diode integration still exists when each antennas itself
exists in only a 1 µm² area. Also, the antennas are composed of rigid metal that is integrated
on a substrate, so physical modification of the antenna element dimensions or distribution is
not practicable.

Another concept for a tunable FSS is to address the other parameters of a composite FSS
that influence its signature. The surrounding media play an important role in shaping the
bandwidth and centering the resonance of a composite FSS. Therefore, tuning an IR FSS
resonance may be accomplished by adjusting the electrical or optical properties of the
substrate or superstrate layers. For instance, it has been shown that a reservoir substrate can
be filed with various liquids [84], each causing the FSS to produce a shifted spectral
signature.

Therefore, the electro-optical properties of the surrounding media have an

important influence on FSS performance. The challenge lies in accessing these parameters
so the FSS can be tuned.

To do this, three different designs are considered, a pn junction substrate, a piezoelectric
substrate, and a liquid crystal (LC) superstrate. The former design is presented here as a
complete study. The latter two designs are presented in section 4.2 as designs with potential
for future development.

3.3.4.1 Design of a tunable IR FSS based on pn junction substrate design
The pn junction-based tunable IR FSS design functions on the principle that the standoff
separation between the FSS layer and the groundplane layer strongly influences the resonant
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position of the IR FSS signature. If the effective separation of these layers can be modified,
then the IR signature should shift accordingly. This principle is illustrated well for staticresonance IR FSSs in section 3.3.2.4.

Tunable IR FSS design and simulation is accomplished via The Ohio State’s PMM software.
The FSS-to-groundplane standoff thickness is parametrically changed and the simulation
recompiled for each thickness. Figure 3.40 is the result of these simulations, showing
appreciable change in resonant wavelength as standoff thickness is altered.

Figure 3.40 – FSS-to-groundplane standoff layer thickness is varied via PMM simulation, and
a corresponding shift in resonant wavelength is attained.
This tunable design is composed in an analogous manner to the static-resonance apertureelement IR FSS discussed in section 3.3.3. Straightforward replacements of each layer are
made. Figure 3.41 compares this unique pn junction design to the static-resonance design.
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The structural substrate and metallic groundplane is replaced by a heavily-doped crystalline
silicon layer. The standoff layer is replaced with a lightly-doped epitaxial silicon layer. The
remaining layers are identical, including the conducting sheet that hosts the FSS elements.

Figure 3.41 – Comparison of the strata composing the static-resonance and pn junctionbased tunable-resonance IR FSS designs.
Since the base silicon substrate is heavily-doped, it will effectively behave like a metal and
thus it will functionally replace the groundplane. Heavily-doped semiconductor materials
have metallic properties and will affect IR radiation in a manner similar to a metal. These
materials typically have negligible transmittance and good reflectance. This base layer is
therefore the groundplane and also functions as the mechanical support substrate.

The epitaxial silicon standoff layer must be lightly-doped in order to electrically isolate the
FSS layer from this groundplane. If this layer is doped n-type, and the groundplane silicon
layer is doped p-type, then a pn junction will form at the epitaxial interface. The premise of
this design is to affect the location of the groundplane by applying a voltage through the
substrate. This affects the local carrier concentration, and thus the effective position of the
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charge that composes the groundplane. The depth of this depletion region is controlled by
the magnitude of the voltage. Therefore, changing the voltage signal should rescale FSS-togroundplane separation and the resonant wavelength of the composite IR FSS will tune. A
cross-sectional schematic of the pn junction substrate design is shown under voltage bias in
Figure 3.42.

Figure 3.42 – Cross-sectional schematic of the pn junction substrate tunable IR FSS design
with a voltage applied.
The voltage must be applied through the substrate and the upper layer must be composed of
an FSS with a continuous conductor, which is why the aperture-element IR FSS is integrated
into this design, rather than the discrete conducting-elements of the square-loop IR FSS.
The aperture-element FSS is the upper electrode and the groundplane is the lower electrode.
In fact, the entire substrate is the lower electrode since it is entirely heavily-doped, highresistivity crystalline silicon.

Therein lies a challenge to form Ohmic contact to the

semiconductor layers; this concern is directly addressed in the next section.
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3.3.4.2 Fabrication of tunable IR FSS with pn junction substrate
As shown in Figure 3.42, the pn junction-based tunable IR FSS is composed on top of a pn
junction substrate.

The formation of a silicon-based pn junction is a well-established

process [85]. The entire base wafer that functions as the groundplane and the structural
support is heavily-doped. These wafers are commercially-available and are procured with
specific requirements of doping concentration greater than 1018/cm³, in order that this wafer
has the most metallic properties possible from a commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) wafer.

The insulating FSS-groundplane standoff layer is grown by epitaxy because an abrupt
junction5 is desired. The process used to grow this junction is explained in section 2.2.3.3.
For this application, this layer was grown on the COTS p-type substrate by the technical
staff at Lawrence Semiconductor Research Laboratories [86]. The design specifications for
this layer include a layer thickness of 470 nm and a low doping concentration of less than
1016/cm³. This thickness is nominally the same as the thickness as that of the amorphous
silicon standoff layer of the static-resonance design. This layer is lightly-doped because it
should be electrically-insulating, non-absorbing, and transparent in the infrared. Ideally, this
layer is intrinsic silicon. However, this is a demanding specification, because it is difficult to
epitaxially grow a lightly-doped layer atop a heavily-doped layer, since effects like autodiffusion are likely to occur.

5

An abrupt junction implies that the doping profile approximates the ideal step function [85].
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Atop this epitaxial layer, the static-resonance aperture-element IR FSS design is fabricated.
These strata include a manganese phase-shifting/adhesion layer and a gold conducting layer
into which the FSS is etched. For the tunable designs, these upper layers will not only act as
an IR FSS, but as an electrode through which voltage is applied to modify the pn junction.
Therefore, careful attention is paid to the layer deposition processes which are effectively the
electrical connections of the metal layers to the silicon substrate. It is not trivial to achieve
an Ohmic contact when connecting a metal layer to a semiconducting layer. When attaching
electrodes, the contact needs to be Ohmic to ensure that a parasitic Schottky-diode effect at
the junction does not influence the junction performance. Two conditions assist Ohmic
contact: a metal of the proper work function must be bonded to the doped silicon and the
presence of a native oxide on the silicon substrate must be carefully avoided. For an Ohmic
contact to occur, the metal work functions must have the following relation to the type of
silicon dopant [85]:

Φ metal > Φ p − Si

(3.21)

Φ metal < Φ n− Si

Because the work functions of both n- and p-type silicon are nominally 4.9 eV [87] and that
of manganese is 4.15 eV, the upper Mn-to-n-type silicon contact should be Ohmic, if a
native oxide is not present on the silicon. For the bottom electrode, the contact should have
a work function higher than the p-type silicon of the base wafer, so a gold film (ΦAu = 5.15
eV) is deposited onto the bottom of the substrate to ensure uniformity of the applied
voltage.
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To ensure metal-to-semiconductor Ohmic contact, the base pn junction silicon wafer must
be without a native oxide. To ensure this, the base silicon is etched in a hydrofluoric (HF)
acid solution prior to depositing the lower gold layer and the upper manganese layer. This
etch leaves the silicon surface hydrogen-terminated, which means that immediately after HF
etch, there are hydrogen bonds dangling from the silicon surface, and these bonds prevent
the surface from naturally oxidizing for a period on the order of minutes [88]. To achieve
this hydrogen-terminated condition, the base silicon substrate is substrate is submerged in an
HF bath for two minutes. Then, the substrate is carefully removed from the bath so that the
HF acid rolls off of the clean substrate. Excess HF droplets are meticulously absorbed by a
cleanroom towel. The substrate is then immediately transferred to the deposition system
and the system is promptly evacuated. This entire process takes less than five minutes, so
that no native oxide should be able to form. By the time the hydrogen termination process
ceases, the substrate is under a vacuum of at least 1 mtorr. Following deposition of the
lower gold electrode layer, the process is repeated for the other side of the wafer so that the
upper manganese electrode can be applied. The gold layer is applied first because gold is not
etched by HF acid; submersion of the entire substrate is possible before the manganese
deposition.

Connection of electrodes to access external macroscopic electronics is made using hightemperature silver epoxy made by Duralco.

This epoxy is capable of withstanding

temperatures up to 500°C [89] and is infused with silver grains to ensure Ohmic contact to
both electrodes.
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3.3.4.3 Characterization of pn junction-based tunable-resonance IR FSS
In an attempt to dynamically shift the separation between the IR FSS and its groundplane by
application of a voltage, a pn junction silicon substrate is specified. In this design, the silicon
strata are of different types (n- and p-type) to form a pn junction at the groundplane
interface. The n-type-on-p-type silicon orientation allows a lower carrier concentration in
the epitaxial layer than a p-type epitaxial layer on an n-type substrate [86].

A sample pn junction wafer with characteristics similar to those necessary for the final pn
junction-tunable design was procured for proof-of-concept measurements.

The only

difference between this COTS pn junction wafer and the pn junction substrate ideally
designed for this application is the thickness of the epitaxial layer. This COTS pn junction
wafer has an epitaxial layer that is nominally 19 µm thick, rather than the 500 nm-thick
epitaxial layer that is necessary for functional IR FSS operation.

To demonstrate that the pn junction of the COTS pn junction wafer is tunable, ellipsometric
tests of the epitaxial layer thickness are conducted. The sample wafers are studied via IRVASE, as outlined in Figure 2.5, to determine a zero applied voltage substrate thickness of
19.155 µm. A thin layer of chromium metal is then deposited atop this sample wafer to act
as an upper electrode. The heavily-doped p-type silicon substrate is used as the lower
electrode, and both electrodes are attached to macroscopic wires using silver epoxy.
Successful attachment of Ohmic contacts, by the HF-etch method discussed in the previous
section, is verified for each contact independently on a conductive substrate wafer without a

pn junction. The resulting I-V curve for the pn junction diode, as measured via Hewlett129

Packard 4145B semiconductor parameter analyzer, is shown in Figure 3.43; this nonsymmetric I-V curve is expected for a pn junction. The upper limits are clipped at ±100 mA
by the semiconductor parameter analyzer to protect diodes from high-current damage.

Figure 3.43 – Current-voltage (I-V) curve for the pn junction substrate.
The ellipsometric measurements are made at regular intervals of applied voltage through the
sample substrate. A change in effective location of the pn junction location (i.e., the
groundplane location) is observed.

The effective thickness of the FSS-to-groundplane

separation increases with voltage as shown in Figure 3.44.
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Figure 3.44 – The effective location of the pn junction changes with application of voltage
through the substrate in the configuration illustrated in Figure 3.42.
Based on these encouraging proof-of-concept results using the COTS pn junction silicon
substrates, wafers with pn junctions suitable to the final tunable design were procured for
development of tunable IR FSSs. The epitaxial layers were grown on a COTS p-type
substrate that is doped at 1018/cm³. The epitaxial layers are specified to be a 470 nm-thick
with a low doping concentration of less than 1016/cm³. After growth of the epitaxial layers,
measurements to verify these specifications were performed.

A secondary-ion mass

spectrum (SIMS) is shown in Figure 3.45. These data were measured with the CAMECA
IMS-3F SIMS ion microscope at the UCF Material Characterization Facility. This study
plots the dopant concentration of the epitaxial n-type silicon (phosphorous dopant) on ptype substrates (boron dopant) that are used for the pn junction-tunable IR FSS prototype.
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Figure 3.45 – Secondary-ion mass spectrum (SIMS) for the pn junction IR FSS substrate.
These data reveal that the p-type silicon substrate is properly heavily-doped (with boron
atoms, in this case) to 2.5·1018/cm³ and will likely have a metallic behavior. The sharp
change in p-type carrier concentration shows that the pn junction occurs at a depth of
approximately 500 nm. However, the n-type (phosphorous dopant) epitaxial layer is not
lightly-doped, as specified in the design. The carrier concentration in the n-type epitaxial
layer is extends to an even greater concentration than the substrate silicon, exceeding
2·1019/cm³ near the junction. Therefore, the epitaxial layer can also be expected to have
metallic behavior. This leads to the eventual detriment of the dynamic performance of this
design.
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The initial design specified that the 500 nm epitaxial layer act as an isolation layer between
the FSS layer and the groundplane. However, any IR FSS antenna elements that reside on
this heavily-doped n-type epitaxial layer will be effectively shorted because this epitaxial layer
has metallic properties. The epitaxial layer is a conductive path that discourages appreciable
voltage application through the substrate and controllable current flow through the pn
junction. Therefore, this substrate is likely not dynamic. This is validated in Figure 3.46,
which shows ellipsometric data taken of the pn junction substrate at various applied
voltages. The data do not change with voltage.

Figure 3.46 – Ellipsometric data do not vary for a range of applied voltages to the pn
junction substrates.
This figure compares spectral plots of the ellipsometric parameter Ψ for various voltages
applied through the pn junction substrate. This ellipsometric parameter is the primary factor
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used to identify the change in thickness, or tuning, of substrate layers being studied. The
proof-of-concept studies showed this parameter changing rapidly with applied voltage,
giving rise to the effective standoff layer thickness changes shown in Figure 3.44. However,
no change is evident as voltage is applied to the pn junction substrate with the 500 nm
epitaxial layer. Unfortunately, significant control over the epitaxial layer substrate fabrication
is not possible within the scope of this research, because the fabrication is performed
remotely. Such substrates do place demanding specifications on the epitaxial growth process
[86], and phenomena like natural diffusion-based auto-doping between the heavily-doped
base substrate and its epitaxial layer help to wash out carrier-concentration contrast between
the layers.

Fabrication of IR FSSs on the pn junction substrate is carried out, despite discouraging
results based on the IR-VASE studies of the pn junction substrate. The spectra of Figure
3.47 resulted for all IR FSSs fabricated on the pn junction substrate, for any applied voltage.
No tuning is evident and the depth of modulation is diminished in comparison to the staticresonance substrates. This characteristic is likely due to the high doping concentration in the
epitaxial layer and the fact that the groundplane is non-metallic. This causes an indistinct
standoff layer-groundplane layer boundary to be formed, so that the FSS-to-groundplane
separation does little to help the IR FSS resonate. This is, in essence, the resonant signature
of an IR FSS on a substrate that poorly chosen due to its conductive properties.
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Figure 3.47 – The emissivity spectrum via FTIR of an IR FSS on the pn junction substrate,
regardless of applied voltage.
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3.3.5

Conditioning of circular polarization based on IR FSS technology

Circularly-polarized radiation is defined by a wave with two linearly polarized components
that are orthogonal to each other, where one component is phase-delayed by 90° with
respect to the orthogonal component.

Polarizers are conventionally bulk optics that

preferentially transmit radiation of a specific polarization state [24]. Therefore, a circular
polarizer (CP) preferentially transmits circularly-polarized radiation rather than either linear
polarization.

To accomplish this, another type of optic is typically required to affect

circularly polarized radiation, the waveplate or retarder. This optic functions by delaying one
linear component of unpolarized radiation with respect to its orthogonally polarized
component. If this optic converts linearly-polarized radiation to circular polarization, it is a
quarter-waveplate. Radiation is not absorbed by the optic, rather, one component it is phase
delayed with respect to the other by taking advantage of crystalline anisotropies in the
waveplate material. That is, the electro-optical properties of the waveplate are anisotropic,
so that different linear polarization states traverse the waveplate at different rates. The
incident linear polarization must be oriented at 45° to the anisotropy of the quarterwaveplate. Typically, absorption by transmission through a waveplate is an artifact of its
material properties, not the design of its performance.

This is the conventional method to condition optical radiation to a circularly-polarized state.
Such optics for polarization-conditioning of IR radiation are available; however they are
bulky waveplates that necessitate thicknesses on the order of millimeters (for multi-order
waveplates) or micrometers (for the substantially more expensive zero-order waveplates).
The materials that compose such optics are costly, lossy, and bulky, so two alternative
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techniques using IR FSSs are suggested in an effort to minimize cost and weight, and to
enable potential planar-lithographic fabrication of a circular polarizer design. The first
design, which is discussed in the following subsections, uses spiral antennas to preferentially
condition circularly-polarized radiation. The development of the second design is discussed
in section 4.3; it uses a thin, FSS-based meanderline array that will act as an IR waveplate and
condition the radiation to a circularly-polarized state.

3.3.5.1 Spiral antenna FSS-based IR circular polarizer conceptual development
An IR CP is designed that is based on spiral antennas. In this design, the FSS layer is located
directly atop an electrically insulating, optically transparent substrate. The FSS itself is
composed of a periodic square-grid array of electrically conductive linear spiral antenna
elements. This device functions on a principle similar to that of the wire-grid polarizer for
linear radiation—radiation oriented in polarization along the elements is absorbed by the
antennas. As such, the CP geometry would likely be substantially improved if the spirals
were many wavelengths thick, or if they extended into the substrate in a helical nature. In
fact, if a helical structure could be achieved, polarization-conditioning that is preferential to
the handedness of circularly-polarized radiation could be achieved. That is, right-handed
circular polarization could be distinguished from left-handed polarization by these devices.

As designed, in the planar spiral configuration, the IR CP is generally an elliptical polarizer.
Maximum extinction as a transmissive polarizing optic takes effect when acting upon
circularly polarized radiation; elliptically polarized radiation is extinguished to a lesser degree.
This effect is evident when measured data are presented in section 3.3.5.3.
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As discussed in section 3.2.1, the spiral geometry of such antennas not only causes them to
be preferentially sensitive to circularly-polarized radiation, but it also increases their
bandwidth of operation. The FSS-based devices presented here are optimized to resonate at
10 µm based on their circumference, but are expected to be functional over a broad band of
the infrared. Because the element size determines the spectral region of operation, a CP of
this design can conceivably be scaled to larger or smaller dimensions. If aspect ratios of the
elements are preserved, these devices would be scaled to operate in any spectral region.
Currently, application of these FSS-based devices in the MMW or RF spectral regime is not
prohibitive. However, scaling these devices for visible-light operation would challenge the
lithographic fabrication processes. Alternative and potentially superior spiral geometries
include logarithmic spirals, closed-loop linear or logarithmic spirals, and helical structures.
The circumference of these elements could be maintained to help set the baseline
wavelength of operation, while the overall size could be increased to improve performance.
These geometries may lead to very broadband operation, or more modulation in attenuation
of circularly polarized radiation.

Conceptually, these IR CP devices will functions either as transmission- or reflection-mode
devices.

Embodied as a transmission-mode CP, the FSS is the only optically active

component. That is, the composite device simply includes the conducting spiral array IR
FSS layer on a transparent, structural substrate. This substrate should ideally be thin, with
minimum absorptance and maximum transmittance. It should also be electrically insulating,
so the FSS elements are not electrically shorted by the substrate. For IR operation, a highresistivity silicon wafer is used for this substrate. As a reflection-mode IR CP, a groundplane
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and standoff layer may be included beneath the optically transparent layer, exactly as in the
design of the square-loop IR FSS elements discussed in section 3.3.2.

3.3.5.2 Spiral antenna FSS-based IR CP fabrication
The fabrication procedures used to write the spiral antenna IR FSS-based circular polarizers
are similar to procedures used to compose the square-loop IR FSS; these processes are
covered in detail in section 3.3.2.2. For transmission-mode operation, the substrate of the
FSS-based IR CP devices is simply a 375 µm-thick double-side polished high-resistivity (4 to
5 kΩ-cm) [100]-oriented silicon wafer. High-resistivity crystalline silicon substrates are
desirable to minimize absorption of IR radiation in application.

For reflection-mode

operation, a substrate with strata identical to the square-loop IR FSS could be employed.
Thus, the complete strata layout for a reflection-mode IR CP consists of a structural, singleside polished 375µm-thick [100]-oriented silicon wafer, a 15 nm chromium adhesion layer, a
150 nm gold groundplane, and an amorphous silicon standoff layer. These substrates both
have sufficient mechanical stability and durability to survive fabrication, testing and final
application.

The EBL exposing dose is the same as for the 200 nm-wide square-loop IR FSS elements,
which is reasonable considering that the 180 nm linewidth of the spiral antennas is
comparable. The upper SEM of Figure 3.48 shows an array after lift-off of manganese
spirals, and the lower SEM shows gold spirals. These SEMs show that manganese is an
easier metal to remove via lift-off, as such, the Mn loops are more distinct. Dark areas of
the lower SEM are the top of the gold film, bright regions are sloped sidewalls that lifted-off
poorly. The influence of the type of metal on IR CP performance is left for future study.
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Figure 3.48 – FSS-based IR CP composed of manganese (upper) and gold (lower) spiral
antennas.
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It is of interest to the fabrication process that the minimum required surface area of the FSSbased IR CP depends on the intended application. For example, for laser applications
(including those used to test the IR CP devices fabricated for this research), the IR CP
surface area must be at least as large as the laser beam diameter passing through the IR CP.
Applied to imaging systems, the IR CP surface area may necessarily be larger if incorporated
in the optical lens system of the camera, but may be smaller if applied directly to the image
plane (CCD, individual pixels, etc.). These applications may be of particular interest as these
IR CP devices may be used for polarimetric imaging, in which an imaging system has the
ability to distinguish different polarization states of radiation received from a scene. Also,
the ability to fabricate these devices in a monolithic manner is an additional advantage since
FSS-based IR CPs may be directly incorporated into the detector array design of a
polarimetric imaging system.

3.3.5.3 Laser-based measurements of spiral IR FSS-based CP devices
Because these devices are explicitly designed as polarizers, they are characterized in a
different manner than spectral radiometric testing of IR FSSs. The IR laser system of Figure
3.9 is used to characterize the response of the spiral FSS-based IR CP at a wavelength of
10.6 µm. The IR CP devices operate in transmission-mode for these tests. The IR laser
system is configured with a linear polarizer to attenuate the linearly-polarized laser output, a
half-waveplate to rotate the linear polarization-orientation, and a quarter-waveplate to
change the elliptical polarization-orientation of the laser radiation from linear to circular.

The data of Figure 3.49 show that as the polarization orientation of the laser radiation is
rotated from linear to circular and back to linear, the radiation is attenuated based on its
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polarization state. The crests of the oscillating data correspond to linear polarization states
and the troughs to circular polarization states. Therefore, reasonable modification of the
polarization signature is attained. This offers promise for future work on this type of IR CP,
including a study of element metal, and element geometry. Also, it is useful to characterize
the bandwidth of IR CP operation and explore their operation in both reflection- and
transmission-mode configuration.

Figure 3.49 – Plot of the transmitted signal through a spiral FSS-based circular polarizer as a
function of the orientation angle of the quarter-wave plate.
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

4.1

Applications of Infrared Frequency-Selective Surfaces in the Infrared

In the key IR FSS study, detailed in section 3.3.2, conducting square-loop elements are
packed into a tight square grid array in an effort to shape the emission spectrum of the
composite frequency selective surface.

The robustness of the PMM modeling is

demonstrated in a new frequency regime, for infrared radiation. Agreement between the
PMM model and measured data is favorable for IR FSSs on two different substrates.
Microlithographic fabrication used to scale the IR FSSs to dimensions necessary for infrared
operation is successful. Results show excellent resonant performance in the infrared, with
emission maxima in the MWIR.

Out-of-band emission is 85% less than emission at

resonance.

The goal of the secondary IR FSS study, detailed in section 3.3.3, is to compose a squareslot IR FSS with aperture antennas of identical FSS-layer dimensions and matching
performance to the square-loop design. Microlithographic fabrication techniques are also
successful for this aperture-element IR FSS. The spectral performance of this array is
reported to have similar characteristics to its conducting-element analog. An advantage in
application is gained since the bandwidth of the slot-element IR FSS spectrum is narrower
than the square-element FSS emission spectrum.

Future work may focus on further shaping of the spectral emissivity curve—sharper
transitions are desirable for band-pass or band-stop filter applications. This is particularly a
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problem for these IR FSSs on the long-wavelength side of resonance. More uniform
signatures are possible by cascading FSSs [6], [90]-[92]. This requires further research of
appropriate materials for separation of the cascaded FSSs. Materials with high, uniform
infrared transmission and low, uniform IR absorption ensure that the resonant phenomenon
of FSSs technology is due to antenna and thin-film electromagnetics, rather than absorptive
material properties of the substrate layers. Candidate materials are listed in section 3.3.2.1.

Other applications for IR FSSs are also explored. The most rigorously-studied effort is to
construct an IR FSS so that the resonant position of its spectral signature can be
electronically controlled. The pn junction concept that is developed in section 3.3.4 did not
prove feasible as fabricated for this research, but if a suitable epitaxial layer can be grown on
a heavily-doped semiconductor substrate, this design may demonstrate tuning. Alternative
tunable IR FSS designs are proposed and developed in section 4.2, including a incorporation
of a piezoelectric substrate or a liquid crystal superstrate.

Integration of IR FSSs with IR detection systems unveils some promising applications. In
section 4.4, an IR FSS was monolithically fabricated atop an existing quantum-well infrared
photodetector (QWIP) array. This development is concerned with improving spectrallyselective absorption in the QWIPs. If efficiently fabricated, IR FSSs could compose a lowcost, low-weight planar filter in an IR detection system, replacing heavy and expensive bulk
optical filters. Such filters could also be expanded to polarization applications, using a
design similar to the FSS-based IR CP device discussed in section 3.3.5. While previouslydiscussed IR FSSs radiate and filter without particular preference to polarization, the IR CP
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devices have an effect on circularly-polarized radiation. Another promising IR CP concept is
presented in section 4.3, based on meanderline polarizer arrays.

A final application of IR FSSs addresses the potential need to mass produce the staticresonance IR FSS devices discussed in the seminal work of this dissertation. If these IR
FSSs are to be used in a field test, a large area will surely be necessary.

Large-area

reproduction necessitates an alternative fabrication method, because EBL is a slow, serialwrite process that is not suitable for large areas. Thus, concepts for large-area IR FSS
reproduction are presented in the final subsection 4.5.
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4.2

Tunable-Resonance IR FSS

The desire to create IR FSSs with a dynamic signature has been discussed in section 3.3.4.
As fabricated for this research, the pn junction concept does not lead to a tunable IR FSS
resonance, but the cause of its failure is understood. Modification of parameters such as the
doping concentrations in the pn junction substrate may lead to a successful tunable IR FSS if
further studies are performed.

In this section, two additional fabrication processes for tunable IR FSSs are developed as
potential research topics for future study. Both designs affect the IR FSS signature by
changing the properties of the surrounding media. Like the pn junction tunable IR FSS
concept, these designs incorporate a voltage knob—as the voltage is altered, an electrical or
optical property is altered, thereby tuning the IR signature of the device. One design relies
on materials with piezoelectric properties with voltage-controlled optical properties. Three
different piezoelectric media are explored for this purpose. The next tunable IR FSS
approach relies on the fact that the superstrate properties will also influence IR FSS spectral
performance.

Therefore, a liquid crystal (LC) is included above a functional IR FSS.

Fabrication processes for each of these designs are expounded herein.

4.2.1

Development of a tunable IR FSS based on piezoelectric substrate design

The second proposed tunable IR FSS design maintains all layers of the aperture-element IR
FSS design outlined in section 3.3.3, except for the amorphous silicon standoff layer. In this
tunable design, this standoff layer is replaced by a piezoelectric material. The electro-optical
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properties of a piezoelectric material can be modified by application of a voltage across the
material [93]. The nature of polycrystalline piezoelectric material growth is such that it has a
preferential direction of columnar growth, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The biaxial nature of
this growth allows its shape to be physically influenced by the stress associated with an
applied voltage. Therefore, as a voltage is applied, a stress is induced in the film and its
electro-optical properties may be altered. The axis oriented orthogonal to the substrate is
known as the c-axis, and the tilt from an orthogonal orientation is a measure of the quality of
the piezoelectric film. Typically, the orientation of the film is measured via x-ray diffraction
(XRD). Since it is necessary to change the optical properties of the piezoelectric material for
a tunable IR FSS, a high-quality film is most desirable.

Figure 4.1 – Columnar growth in piezoelectric thin films (from [94]).
The piezoelectric material must have electro-optical properties that include low absorption
and high transmission, and it must be electrically insulating between the FSS and its
groundplane. Three types of piezoelectric materials are proposed and characterized for this
work. The materials considered are aluminum nitride (AlN), barium strontium titanate
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(BSTO) and zinc oxide (ZnO).

AlN films have been well-studied by collaborating

researchers at the University of California at Santa Barbara [94]. BSTO thin films studied in
this research have been studied in detail by R. Peelamedu Ranganathan at UCF [95] and were
deposited by Dr. Kevin Coffey’s research group at UCF. ZnO films [96] are undergoing
development by Dr. Winston Schoenfeld’s research group at UCF; their piezoelectric
properties may also be exploited for this application. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the
design layout in which these piezoelectric materials may function as the tunable standoff
layer.

Figure 4.2 – Cross-sectional schematic of the piezoelectric substrate tunable IR FSS design.

4.2.1.1 Fabrication of tunable IR FSS with piezoelectric substrate
Each piezoelectric material is deposited in a unique fashion, all of which require careful
control of the deposition process conditions to ensure a high-quality film.

Piezoelectric AlN film is deposited by sputter deposition, in processes similar to those
described in section 2.2.3.1. For this deposition, an SFI Endeavor Sputter Cluster Tool at
the University of California at Santa Barbara was used. To deposit the AlN film, a low148

temperature reactive sputtering process is used with an aluminum target in a plasma of
nitrogen and argon-ions [97]. A high-quality, polished substrate is important to guide c-axis
alignment of the piezoelectric layer, and thus the quality of the piezoelectric film properties.
For this purpose, polished bulk titanium is used as the substrate to aid formation of
columnar [002]-plane AlN piezoelectric layers, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Because this

substrate is metallic, there is not need for a structural silicon substrate as in previous
designs—the bulk titanium is 1 mm thick. The gold-on-manganese aperture-element IR FSS
is added atop the AlN layer as described in previous sections. Lithographic processing
remains unchanged, as all materials are process-compatible. Electrodes may be contacted to
the composite device via high-temperature silver epoxy.

Piezoelectric BSTO film is deposited by sputter deposition, in processes similar to those
described in section 2.2.3.1. Because a high-quality substrate is important to guide c-axis
alignment of the piezoelectric layer, a silicon substrate is prepared with a coating of
platinum. A 200 nm platinum film is deposited via electron-beam deposition with a 10 nm
titanium adhesion layer.

To enable access to this metallic base layer for electrode

connection, a thin aluminum mask was used to shield areas of the Pt layer while depositing
the BSTO film. For the BSTO deposition, an AJA International ATC2200 sputtering
system with several custom modifications was used by Dr. Kevin Coffey’s research group at
UCF. To deposit the BSTO film, a sputtering process is used with a BSTO target in a
plasma of oxygen and argon-ions, mixed at a 1:4 ratio by volume (4 sccm of O2 to 16 sccm
of Ar) [98]. Uniformity of the BSTO film is poor, resulting from the small size of the 50
mm-diameter sputter target.

Therefore, the thickness of the BSTO film is not well149

characterized, as it varies several percent across the 10 mm areas that were used for IR FSS
fabrication. The gold-on-manganese aperture-element IR FSS is added to the BSTO layer as
described in previous sections. Lithographic processing remains unchanged, as all materials
are process-compatible. Electrodes may be contacted to the composite device via hightemperature silver epoxy.

Zinc oxide piezoelectric films are grown via MBE, a process that is similar to epitaxial silicon
growth, which is described in section 2.2.3.3. These films may be doped with cadmium
(CdxZn1-xO) during the growth process in order to alter their piezoelectric and/or optical
properties [96]. Like AlN and BSTO, this material has significant piezoelectric properties
that may be accessed with an applied voltage in a similar fashion to the previous designs.
The premise of this design is the same as the others—to replace the FSS-to-groundplane
layer of the static-resonance design.

4.2.1.2 Optical characterization of piezoelectric substrate materials
For the piezoelectric tunable IR FSS design, it is important to consider are the optical
properties of the additional materials necessary for this fabrication. The infrared optical
properties of piezoelectric AlN and BSTO are presented in the following figures, as
measured via IR-VASE. Piezoelectric ZnO films were not available for characterization.
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Figure 4.3 – Optical properties of AlN in the infrared.

Figure 4.4 – Optical properties of BSTO in the infrared.
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These piezoelectric materials are likely candidates for IR FSS application, with quality
piezoelectric properties and good optical properties for a FSS-to-groundplane standoff layer
because they are spectrally flat and transparent over the entire MWIR and most of the
LWIR.
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4.2.2

Development of a tunable IR FSS based on liquid-crystal superstrate design

In an effort to affect the electro-optical properties of the surrounding media while leaving a
functional IR FSS intact, consider that the properties of the superstrate, which is typically air,
may be accessed. Liquid crystals are a good candidate for a superstrate material with
modifiable electro-optical properties.

The integration of an LC layer atop an existing

aperture-element IR FSS is straightforward. The FSS layer may actually be used to aid the
alignment of the LC material during device composition. Of course, the LC material used in
this application must have low absorption loss and high transmittance in the IR.
Fortunately, commercial nematic LC materials with such properties as well as high
birefringence are available. Merck E44 (4-pentyl-4’-cyanobiphenyl) is an excellent material
for this purpose [99]. The research of Dr. S.T. Wu at UCF [100] is also aimed to develop
new IR-transparent LC materials with even higher birefringence than E44, and collaborative
integration with IR FSS technology may be possible.

The addition of a cover slip and upper electrode is mandatory in order to contain the LC
material and to apply a voltage through the material. For this purpose, thin calcium fluoride
windows are used as the containment layer. On these windows, a thin, conductive film of
indium tin oxide (ITO) is deposited to act as the upper electrode to be in contact with the
LC material. Figure 4.5 shows the layout of this design in cross-section, including the cover
slip and electrodes to which a voltage would be applied. The conductive IR FSS layer itself
is the lower electrode.
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Figure 4.5 – Cross-sectional schematic of the liquid crystal superstrate IR FSS design.

4.2.2.1 Fabrication of tunable IR FSS with liquid crystal superstrate
This LC-based tunable IR FSS design relies on the principle that the properties of the FSS
superstrate may strongly influence its spectral performance. To fabricate this tunable design,
the static-resonance aperture-element IR FSS that is presented in section 3.3.3 is used as the
substrate. Therefore, the baseline is a functional IR FSS. Its spectral performance is
modified by replacing the air that is immediately above the IR FSS with an LC material. In
order for the LC to affect the IR FSS performance most strongly, it should be thicker than a
quarter wavelength [6]. A cavity for the LC material is formed by placing a Mylar spacer
atop the IR FSS and a calcium fluoride (CaF2) cover slip atop the Mylar spacer. The
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thickness of the LC is therefore controlled by the Mylar thickness, which is typically on the
order of 10 to 20 µm.

The CaF2 window is coated with a thin indium tin oxide (ITO) layer to create the upper
electrode that is used to modify the LC material when a voltage is applied. The lower
electrode is the aperture-element IR FSS itself. To aid in alignment of the LC molecules, the
ITO layer may be uniformly rubbed with a velvet cloth [101] or, the IR FSS itself may aid
the LC alignment because it is a periodic array of metal grooves. The CaF2 window is
cleaved to appropriately cover the IR FSS area to be tested. An edge is left exposed so that
connection to the ITO layer can be achieved after the window is glued atop the Mylar spacer
at its edges. This forms a cavity for the LC material. A drop (~1 mL ) of Merck E44 LC
material is applied to the edge of the cavity and flows to fill the cavity by capillary action.
Optical microscopy is used to inspect alignment of the LC material through crossed linear
polarizers. Electrodes are contacted to the gold IR FSS layer and to the ITO layer via hightemperature silver epoxy. Several such LC cavities have been successfully fabricated atop
non-functional square-slot IR FSS devices to test this design concept.

4.2.2.2 Liquid crystal superstrate tunable-resonance IR FSS
For this tunable design, it is important to consider are the optical properties of the additional
materials necessary for this fabrication. The infrared transmission of the ITO-coated CaF2
window that is used to form the LC cavity is presented in Figure 4.6; these data were
acquired via FTIR spectroscopy. These windows demonstrate reasonable transmittance
across the MWIR, but transmittance drops off rapidly in the LWIR. This will surely deter
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predictable IR FSS performance. Alternative materials with more uniformly flat spectral
transmittances may be sought to form the LC cavity.

Figure 4.6 – Transmission of the CaF2 window used to form the LC cavity above the IR FSS
in the LC-based tunable IR FSS design.
The transmission of the LC material itself is a necessary concern. Its optical properties need
to be studied and integrated into the device design to learn how they will detune the
necessary geometry of the IR FSS antenna elements.
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4.3

Conditioning of Circular Polarization Based on IR FSSs

Circular polarization is conventionally attained with bulk optics that preferentially transmit
radiation of certain polarization states [24]. An IR FSS-based design was developed in
section 3.3.5 that influences circular-polarized radiation. This design shows promise, but
much development is required to attain polarization extinction ratios that compete with
conventional techniques. Alternatively, an IR FSS based on meanderline arrays is developed.

4.3.1

Meanderline arrays for circular-polarization conditioning

Based directly on the design of Munk in Appendix C of [79], an array of meanderline
polarizers for circular polarization conditioning is conceived. The designs outlined in this
reference are scaled to IR frequencies and fabricated in a similar fashion to IR FSSs
previously discussed, by dividing element dimensions by a factor of the wavelength ratio,
2800. The principle of operation for these devices is shown in Figure 4.7. Multiples sheets
of meanderline conductors are cascaded to act as a quarter-waveplate, conditioning incident
linearly-polarized radiation to a circularly-polarized state.

Device operation may be

appreciated by its circuit analog, as illustrated in the figure; the meanderlines are electrical
shorts (inductors) for polarization states oriented along the long dimension of the array, and
electrically open (capacitors) for orthogonally-polarized radiation. Therefore, if the lengths
of the meandering conductors are appropriately adjusted, the capacitance and inductance of
the device are modified, and a phase delay between the orthogonally-polarized states may be
achieved. If this phase delay is optimized to 90°, the composite meanderline device acts as a
waveplate. Cascaded meanderline arrays improve the device efficiency [79] so that loss due
to reflection from the array is minimized.
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Figure 4.7 – Circular-polarization conditioning with a meanderline FSS (from [79]).
For this research, a single-layer meanderline device was fabricated. Further development of
the fabrication processes and IR laser-based measurements are left for future study.

4.3.2

Meanderline array fabrication

To demonstrate proof-of-principle in fabrication, meanderline arrays are fabricated on the
same substrate as the IR FSS arrays discussed in section 3.3.3.3. Ideally, meanderline arrays
will be fabricated via metal lift-off on a transparent substrate, to act as transmission-mode
spiral IR CPs. However, it is sufficient to show that a meanderline array may be efficiently
fabricated over a large area; a 3 mm square was populated with meanderlines in this
preliminary study. These arrays shown in the SEMs of Figure 4.8. This demonstrates that
meanderline arrays may be fabricated via EBL. Multiple meanderlines may be cascaded on a
stratified substrate, if appropriate standoff layers can be deposited between each EBL write.
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Figure 4.8 – Meanderline array IR CP, composed of meanderlines etched into gold film.
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4.4

IR FSS for Enhanced Absorption in Quantum-Well Infrared Photodetectors

IR FSSs can be applied to existing detectors of IR radiation to allow for selective absorption
of a specific bandwidth of infrared frequencies. This is a phenomenon that has been studied
with application in photovoltaic solar cell technology [102], [103], and may also be applied to
quantum-well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) [104].

Here, application of IR FSS to

QWIPs is based on collaborative research with Beck et al. of the Army Research
Laboratories.

In a publication on enhanced absorption in QWIPs [105], the ARL

researchers explore the effects of incorporation of various patch antenna elements atop a
QWIP substrate. The concept behind this research is that the passive antenna array, or FSS,
will act as a selective absorber atop the QWIP, rejecting radiation that is undesirable to
detect, while causing desired radiation to transmit into and be absorbed by the QWIP
substrate, increasing the quantum efficiency of the device. Gratings are currently used to
enhance absorption of normally-incident radiation [105]. This phenomenon is particularly
apparent when considering the degree to which integrated antennas radiate into a substrate
that is of higher dielectric permittivity than the superstrate.

In order to demonstrate this concept, an IR FSS was fabricated atop an existing, functional
QWIP device. This is a straightforward lithographic process, considering that all of the
materials and processing chemistry are compatible with the QWIP substrate. The details of
the fabrication are explained in the following section.
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4.4.1

Fabrication of IR FSS for enhanced QWIP absorption

In an effort to study the ability to enhance the absorption of a QWIP by application of an IR
FSS, a simple patch-element IR FSS array is aligned to an existing QWIP array. The QWIP
array that was allocated for this research is not functional, but serves as proof-of-concept
that an IR FSS array could indeed be monolithically fabricated atop a QWIP.

The IR FSS that was designed, fabricated and aligned to a QWIP is shown in Figure 4.9. It
is analogous to the array that most efficiently enhanced absorption as determined by the
study of [105]. The elements are composed of 100 nm of thermally-evaporated gold,
adhered to the substrate with 15 nm of chromium. They were fabricated on the JEOL SEM
–based EBL system using Raith Elphy Quantum pattern generator software.

Figure 4.9 – The layout of the patch-element IR FSS incorporated on the fabricated QWIP
detector.
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In order to register the IR FSS arrays to each QWIP of the QWIP array, an alignment
procedure was performed, using the edges of the array for high-contrast alignment
references. It is evident from Figure 4.10 that alignment was not ideal, but the procedure
may be improved with higher quality alignment marks. In this figure, the dark regions are
inactive areas of the substrate, the mid-toned gray areas are the areas in which the QWIP
strata exist, and the white patches are the gold of the IR FSS. This is clearly a test substrate,
as is evident from the amount of random debris across the array.

Figure 4.10 – The fabricated QWIP array, including those QWIPs that have been treated
with a patch-element IR FSS.
Unfortunately, there was not interest from the sponsor to continue research on a functional
QWIP array.

Improved fabrications and further measurements were not performed.

However, the potential of IR FSS integration onto an IR detector is demonstrated.
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4.5

Large-Area Reproduction of IR FSS

All IR FSS ideas presented herein work well on a small scale for laboratory tests or for
integration into already small devices, such as IR radiation detectors. However, this IR FSS
technology may be scaled to a large-format application if it is possible to mass-reproduce the
devices with high fidelity. Large-area IR FSS production is impractical by the fabrication
means discussed previously, primarily because EBL is a slow, serial-write process. An
alternative technology is needed.

Therefore, efforts are underway to develop a fabrication process that would enable the IR
FSS devices to be replicated over a large area via nanoimprint lithography (NIL). This type
of lithographic reproduction is currently a rapidly-expanding field. It is founded in EBL, and
may soon overcome the efficiency of conventional lithographic techniques, including
photolithography.

Collaboration with MicroContinuum, Inc., Inc. has been established in order to fabricate a
large-area IR FSS for this research. The staff of MicroContinuum, Inc. are experts in the
field of lithographic imprint technology [106]-[108], and are suitable handle the task of
pattern replication over a large area for future work. The NIL process is analogous to an
embossing procedure. It therefore requires a master “stamp” from which the IR FSS
elements are reproduced. The challenge of the research herein lies in fabrication of the IR
FSS master. The composite large-area IR FSS is to be fabricated by MicroContinuum, Inc.
by continuously stitching nano-imprints of this IR FSS master in a mosaic fashion on an
appropriate substrate. In fact, the substrate onto which the features will be reproduced does
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not have to be a wafer-based substrate. The large-area IR FSS is in fact more versatile if
fabrication is performed on a flexible structural substrate, such as Kapton™, so that the
large-area FSS can be contoured to the surface on which it is applied. Because the IR FSS
effect is an aggregate effect, exact registration between the embossed fields is not rigorously
necessary. Surely, lack of registration may be noticeable if the device is imaged at high
resolution, but it will not strongly influence the overall spectral signature performance of the
composite large-area IR FSS that fills the field of an infrared imaging system, for instance.

4.5.1

Fabrication of master imprint for large-area reproduction of IR FSS

Specifications for the IR FSS master stamp are more demanding than the fabrication
processes for the static-resonance IR FSSs. In the current design, the width of the square
loops of an IR FSS is 200 nm and the thickness is nominally 100nm. This is an aspect ratio
of ½ to 1, or at most, 1 to 1 if thicker resist layers are during the EBL. The master for the
nanoimprint process will require an aspect ratio of 5 to 1. This is not an achievable aspect
ratio given the current process, so a deep-etch process is under development.

To achieve such a high aspect ratio, an alternative type of etching process is explored,
reactive-ion etching (RIE) with an inductively-coupled plasma (ICP). This process is more
anisotropic than physical-etch processes discussed in sections 2.2.3.4 and 2.2.3.5. It is
suggested that a silicon wafer is used for the foundation of the master. Directly atop this
silicon substrate, the IR FSS pattern is written into a layer of ZEP 520A electron-sensitive
resist via EBL as described in previous sections. (The polarity of the master is not critically
important, since the polarity could be switched in the NIL processing.) ZEP can be spin164

coated onto the substrate at 2000 rpm to form a 400 nm-thick layer of resist. After
development, silicon under the exposed resist can be etched to a depth of >1 µm in an
ICP/RIE process, using the resist as an etch mask. A gas mixture of C4F8 and SF6 is used to
passivate the sidewalls in order to achieve a vertical etch [109]. Different gas chemistries
may be employed during the deep-etch procedures to ensure selective etching of the
different materials, if other materials are to be incorporated into the etch design, such as
silicon dioxide. Collaboration with researchers of the University of Alabama at Huntsville
using their STS Multiplex ICP system has shown encouraging preliminary results for
fabrication of the master [109].

Once a process is fully developed to fabricate the high aspect-ratio IR FSS master, an IR FSS
has to be written over a relatively large area via EBL; a larger IR FSS master allows for less
stitching of embossed patterns in the final NIL fabrication. The largest substrate that is
currently acceptable for both the Leica EBPG EBL system and the RIE/ICP etching system
is a four-inch wafer substrate. Therefore, this area is recommended for the size of the IR
FSS master. Once this IR FSS master is composed, researchers of MicroContinuum, Inc.
may develop the NIL process.

The NIL process is outlined in Figure 4.11; these steps are accomplished by

MicroContinuum, Inc. [110]. In this process, a thin polymeric layer is first deposited on the
surface of the functional large-area IR FSS substrate (flexible substrate, groundplane,
standoff layer) and an advanced surface-nanoforming tool (the IR FSS master) is used to
make a (temporary) thin polymeric mold by nano-embossing this polymer layer (step 1).
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Plasma etching is then used to remove residual polymer from the bottom of the mold (step
2). This simultaneously removes excess polymeric mold material and treats the exposed
standoff-layer surface to improve metal adhesion. Without breaking vacuum, the FSS metal
is then deposited over the entire surface (step 3). The entire structure is then removed from
vacuum and an adhesive-coated strip sheet is then affixed to the surface. This adhesive
sticks only to the deposited metal that is in contact with the remaining polymer, rather than
the metal in contact with the substrate (step 4). Finally, the strip sheet and polymer,
including excess metal, are mechanically delaminated (step 5), revealing the patterned FSS
structure (step 6).

This process is straightforward, but the demanding fabrication

dimensions and tolerances of IR FSSs will drive the cutting-edge of current NIL techniques.

Figure 4.11 – Process flowchart to compose a large-area IR FSS via nanoimprint lithography.
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